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Abstract
This thesis generalizes the classical definition
of a Weierstrass point to integral projective Gorenstein
curves. For X an integral projective Gorenstein curve
of arithmetic genus g at least two, pick PeX, and call
the sheaf of dualizing differentials w. For a proper
closed subscheme Z of X with support P and ideal sheaf
I, define the degree of Z to be dim^ 0p/Ip . Call Z
1-special if dim^Hom(I,0X) > 1.
In a manner analogous to the classical construction,
one defines the wronskian of X to be some element a of 
2
3P (H*"* (X, ^  +l̂  )) . One defines the Weierstrass weight
W(P) to be ordp a, and one calls P a Weierstrass point
of X if W(P) > 0. Then
Theorem 1. The following statements are equivalent 
for PeX.
(1) W(P) > 0.
(2) There is a nonzero a eH^(X,w) satisfying ordpcr g.
(3) There is a 1-special subscheme with support P and
length equal to g.
(4) There is a 1-speical subscheme with support P and 
length at most g.
Consider the following statements about P X.
(A) There is a morphism <t>: X -*■ 3P of degree at most g
satisfying <f> (̂<j>(P)) = {P} .
iv
(B) There is a principal 1-special subscheme with support 
P and degree at most g.
(C) P is a Weierstrass point.
If P is nonsingular (A) ^ (B) ^ (C). If P is singu­
lar, then one only has (A) => (B) =* (C) . But, there is
the following.
Theorem 2. Let PeX . satisfy 6_ = 1.--------------- sing 2 P
(1) If P is a cusp then P satisfies (A).
(2) If P is a node then P satisfies (C). P does not
satisfy (B) if and only if
(i) X is of genus three.
(ii) Let 0: Y -> X be the normalization at P with
0 -1(P) = {Q,R} .
Then Q and R are Weierstrass points of Y.
v
Introduction
Let X be a nonsingular complex projective curve of 
genus g. For P e X ,  consider the following question. For 
which positive integers n does there exist a rational
function on X with a pole of order n at P and no other
pole? The answer is no for exactly g positive integers 
m^y . . nig. , and the sequence m^, ..., m is called the 
Weierstrass gap sequence for P. The Weierstrass weight 
of P, W(P), is then defined by W(P) = I (itK-i) . We then 
have the following classical theorem.
Theorem. The following statements are equivalent for PeX.
(1) W(P) > 0.
(2) There is a aeH^(X,fi) satisfying ordp a >. g-
(3) 1 (gP) > 1.
(4) 1 (nP) > 1 for some 0 < n £ g.
A point P of X is called a Weierstrass Point if it satis­
fies the conditions of the theorem above.
In chapter 1 the classical theory of Weierstrass 
points is reviewed. Included is the following result 
which we show later does not generalize to Gorenstein 
curves.
Theorem. The following statements are equivalent.
(1) P is a Weierstrass point.
(2) There is a morphism <j>: X -* IP'*' of degree at most g 
satisfying cj) 1 (cf> (P)) = {P}.
vi
We wish to generalize the notion of Weierstrass 
points to Gorenstein curves. To this end we note that
S. Diaz proved in [D,A2.1] that a node on an irreducible 
stable curve is the limit of at least g(g-l) Weierstrass 
points on nearby nonsingular curves.
In chapter 2 we construct the wronskian. Let X be 
an integral projective complex Gorenstein curve of 
arithmetic genus g. Then the wronskian of X is an equi­
valence class of elements of H^(X, to0N) where N = l+... +g. 
For PeX, the Weierstrass weight, W(P), is then the order 
of the vanishing at P of the wronskian. W(P) has the 
following properties.
(1) W(P) >_ 6pg(g-l), where 6p = dim 0p/Op •
(2) w(P) = g3 - g.
We note that if P is a node, then 6 = 1 ,  so (1) 
generalizes Diaz's result. Furthermore, (1) shows that 
if X has arithmetic genus at least two, then every singu­
lar point of X has positive Weierstrass weight.
Since the limit of a family of divisors, as a 
family of smooth curves degenerates to a singular curve, 
is in general only a subscheme, (see [K]), we are led
to consider proper closed subschemes and in particular
1-special subschemes at the end of chapter 2.
In chapter 3 we begin with our main theorem.
vii
Theorem. Let X be an integral projective complex 
Gorenstein curve of arithmetic genus g. The following 
statements are equivalent for PeX.
(1) W(P) > 0
0(2) There is a o e H  (X,co) satisfying ordpcr >_ g.
(3) There is a 1-special subscheme of X of degree g 
and support P.
(4) There is a 1-special subscheme of X of degree at 
most g and support P.
As in the classical case, P is a Weierstrass point if
it satisfies the conditions of the thoerem.
If PeX , then, as in the classical case, we reg '
have
(1) w(P) < hg(g-1),
(2) W(P) = 3sg(g-l) if and only if there is a degree two
morphism <j): X ]P̂  satisfying <j> "*" (tf) (P) ) = {P}.
Consider the following statements about P X.
(A) There is a morphism <f>: X -»■ P^ of degree at most g 
satisfying $ "*" (cf> (P) ) = {P}.
(B) X has a principal 1-special subscheme with support 
P and degree at most g.
(C) P is a Weierstrass point of X.
If P£Xreg , then (A) « (B) » (C). However, if pexsing >
then we only have (A) =* (B) =® (C) , and we provide
counterexamples to each reverse implication. But
viii
there is the following result.
Theorem. Let X be a quasi-hyperelliptic curve of arithme­
tic genus at least two. (X is a quasi-hyperelliptic 
curve if there is a morphism of degree two 0: X -*■ 3P̂ .) 
Then the following statements are equivalent.
(1) P is a Weierstrass point.
(2) Every degree two morphism c|>: X -»• 3P̂  satisfies 
4)-1 (cf> (P) ) = {P}.
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Chapter 1. The Classical Theory
The goal of this thesis is to generalize the concept 
of a Weierstrass point to Gorenstein curves. In order to 
facilitate this generalization, chapter one will be a re­
view of the classical theory on nonsingular curves.
In this chapter X is a nonsingular projective curve 
over C with sheaf of algebraic functions 0 and field ofA
rational functions K (X). The term "P is a point of X" 
shall mean that P is a closed point of X. For a sheaf F 
over X, Fp denotes the stalk of F at P. Finally, mp de­
notes the maximal ideal of 0p .
Definition: For P e X  let t be a rational function
which generates mp in dp . Then any nonzero rational func­
tion f can be written as f = tnh, where n is a uniquely
defined integer and h is a unit in 0p . One then defines
ordpf = n.
Definition: More generally, let L be an invertible sheaf
and let t generate Lp . Then given any nonzero a in 
H^(X,L), a = fx for some nonzero f in 0p . One then de­
fines ord_.a = ordnf. Note that for all P in X, ord^a isir Jr Jr
a nonnegative integer.
Definition: Let D = ZnpP be a divisor (i.e. an element of
the free abelian group generated by the points of X).
1
2
Define the invertible sheaf L (D) as follows. Let tp 
generate mp in 0p . For an open subset U of X put
r (U'HD)) = n t  np 0p.
P eU
“ Up
Here all of the t 0p are considered to be subsets of 
K(X) .
Definition: The degree of L (D), denoted deg L (D), is de­
fined by
deg 1(D) = deg D = £np .
Definition: Given a nonzero rational function f on X,
the divisor of £ denoted (f) is defined by
(f) = I (ordpf)P.
PeX
Definition: Two divisors D and E on X are linearly equiva­
lent if
D = E + (f) for some nonzero f e K(X)
Proposition 1.1.
(1) Given any nonzero feK(X), deg(f) = 0.
(2) If D and E are linearly equivalent divisors, then 
deg D = deg E.
Proof: (1) [H, II, 6.4 (b) ]
(2) This follows immediately from (1).
Proposition 1.2. Suppose that a is a nonzero element of
H°(X, 1(D)). Then
£ ord_, a = deg D.
PeX e
Proof: [H,II,7.7]
Proposition 1.3. The set of all isomorphism classes of in­
vertible sheaves on X forms a group under the operation ® 
This group is called the Picard group of X , and is denoted Pic X. 
Proof: [H,II,6.12]
Proposition 1.4. The correspondence D L (D) induces an
isomorphism from the group of divisors modulo linear
equivalence onto the group Pic X.
Proof: [H,II,6.14,6.14.1]
We shall denote the sheaf of regular differentials on 
X by ft = Q is an invertible sheaf. Indeed, if for
P e X  t generates mp in 0p , then fip = Opdt.
Definition: Suppose that n is the generic point of X. One
defines the set of rational differentials on X, denoted
by Dx = nx ,  n*
Definition: A canonical divisor on X is any divisor K such
that L (K) = .
Definition: A divisor D - £npP is effective if np > 0
for all P.
Definition: For a divisor D, put 1(D) = dimcH^(X, 1(D)).
Definition: The (arithmetic) genus £ of X is defined by
g = dim H1 (X, 0^).
Theorem 1.1. (Riemann-Roch) Let X have genus g and let K
be a canonical divisor. Then for any divisor D on X.
1(D) - l(K-D) = deg D + 1 - g.
Proof: [H,IV,1.3]
Proposition 1.5. Let X have genus g and let K be a canoni­
cal divisor.
(1) 1 (K ) = g.
(2) deg K = 2g - 2.
Proof: (1) [H,IV,1.1].
(2) This follows from (1) and the Riemann-Roch 
theorem.
Proposition 1.6. 1 (D) is positive if and only if D is
linearly equivalent to an effective divisor. In particu­
lar, if deg D < 0, then 1(D) = 0.
Proof: [H,IV,1.2]
Definition: For a sheaf F over X the support of F, denoted 
supp F, is defined by supp F = {P e X: Fp ^ 0}.
The next result follows easily from elementary facts 
about sheaf cohomology.
Proposition 1.7. Let F be a sheaf over X with finite sup­
port P^,...,P . Then
(1) H° (X,F) = F_ © . . . © F_
. P1 n
(2) H (X,F) = 0.
Proposition 1.8.(Noether Reduction theorem) For P e X  and 
D a divisor on X.
(1) 1(D) £ 1 (D+P) < 1(D) + 1,
(2) 1(D) = 1 (D+P) if and only if l(K-D) = 1(K-(D+P))+1
Proof: The exact sequence of sheaves
0 -* L (D) L (D+P) K -> 0 
induces an exact cohomology sequence
0 -* H° (X, /.(D)) + H° (X, I (D+P)) -* H°(X,K).
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(1) will now follow if it is established that H^(X,K) = <E. 
Suppose that t generates mp in 0p . Put D = En^ Q, and 
np = -j. Then K has support P, and
H°(X,K) = Kp = tjOp/tj+1 0p = 0p/t0p s C.
To establish (2), consider the two equations below
given by the Riemann-Roch theorem.
(i) 1(D+P) - 1(K- (D+P)) = deg (D+P) + 1 - g,
(ii) 1(D) - l(K-D) = deg D + 1 - g.
Subtracting (ii) from (i) yeilds
(1 (D+P) - 1(D)) + (l(K-D) - 1(K- (D+P))) = 1.
The above equation and (1) together imply (2).
Proposition 1.9. Suppose that D is a divisor on X of 
degree greater than 2g - 2. Then
(1) 1(D) = deg D + 1 - g.
(2) For PeX, 1(D+P) = 1 (D) + 1.
Proof: Let K be a canonical divisor. By proposition 1.5,
deg(K-D) < 0, and so by proposition 1.6, l(K-D) =0. (1)
now follows from the Riemann-Roch theorem. (2) follows 
immediately from (1).
q. e.d.
Let X have gerius g at least one. For P e X  consider 
the sequence of divisors
P, 2P, ..., iP, ... .
By the Noether reduction theorem for all positive i,
6
1 £ l(iP) < 1((i+1)P) £ 1 (iP) + 1.
By proposition 1.9, l((2g-l)P) = g, and for all n £ 2g-l,
l((n+l)P) = l(nP) + 1. It follows that there are exactly
g positive integers 1 £ m^ < ... < £ 2g-l such that
K iikP) = 1( (mi - 1)P) .
Definition: The sequence m^, ..., m defined above is
called the Weierstrass gap sequence (or gap sequence) for
P. The np 's are called the Weierstrass gaps (or gaps) for P.
Proposition 1.10. Given P e X, n is not a gap for P if and 
only if there exists f e T (X-P, 0^) satisfying ordpf = -n. 
Consequently, the set of nongaps for P forms a semigroup 
under addition.
Proof: Assume n is not a gap for P. Then there exists
f e H°(X,L (nP))-H° (X, L((n-l)P)). f e H°(X, L(nP)) implies
f e r(X-P, 0,,) » and, considered as a rational function,X  — — — — — — —  —
ordp f £ -n. On the other hand, f i (X, M(n-l)P)) and
f e r(X-P, 0v) together imply ord f < -(n-1). It followsX  IT
that f c r (X-p, 0 ) and ord f = -n.X  Jr
Conversely, let f e r(X-P, 0^) satisfy ordp f = -n.
It follows that f e H°(X, L(nP))-H°(X, U(n-l)P)). Thus,
l(nP) > l((n-l)P) and so n is not a gap for P.
Since for all nongaps n and m there exists f and 
f e r(X-P, 0V), satisfying ord^ f = -n and ordD f =-m,ITl X  ir Xi Jr XU
setting h = f f , it follows that h e r(X-P, 0V ) and J n m x
ordph = - (n+m). As a result, the set of nongaps forms
a semigroup.
Proposition 1.11. The following statements are equivalent 
for P e X .
(1) m is a Weierstrass gap for P.
(2) There exists a e H^(X,fi) with ordp a = m-1.
Proof: Let K = E n^ Q be a canonical divisor. First
note that there exists f e H^(X, L (K)) such that, when 
considered as a rational function, ordpf = i, if and only 
if there exists a e H ^ X ,  $7) satisfying ordpa = i + np . 
The Noether reduction theorem implies that m is a gap 
for P if and only if 1 (K - (m-l)P) = l(K-mP) +1. By 
the proof of proposition 1.10, the above equation holds 
if and only if there exists f e H^(X, i (K)) satisfying 
ordpf = -n + m-1. By the remark at the start of the 
proof, this is equivalent to the existence of a a in 
H^(X, fi) with ordp a = m-1.
Definition: Suppose that, f and t are rational func­
tions on X with t nonconstant. Define f 1(t) by 
df = f '(t)dt. Define f ̂  (t) = f(t), and define f ̂  (t) 
recursively by the rule d f ^  ^  = f ^  (t)dt.
Definition: Let t be as above. Suppose that f1,...,frrx y
are rational functions. Define the wronskian of f,,...,f----------------  — 3.
with respect to t , denoted W^(f^,...,f ), by
T.7 / 4- p  \ _  J - 4. r .p (1-1)
Remark: For P e X  suppose t generates mp in 0p -
Then for f e 0p / df = f'(t)dt e fip . Since dt gener­
ates ft , it follows that f '(t) e 0p . Thus, if
The following basic properties of the wronskian are 
well-known.
Proposition 1.12. Assume f.,..., f are linearly indepen-x g
dent over C.
(1) Wt (fx,...,fg) is a nonzero element of K(X).
(2) Assume h^,...,h generates the same subspace of
K(X) as f,,..., f with for all i h. = E b.. f.,b.. e C.1 g i U  1 il
Then Wt (h1,...,h ) = det[bi^ ( f 1 ,...,fg). So the 
wronskian of the second basis is a nonzero constant 
multiple of the wronskian of the first basis.
(3) For P e X  assume t generates mp in 0p , and that
for all t, ord^f. = n. where n. < ... < n . Then P x x 1 g
Wt (f1,... ,fg) = E(n± - (i—1)).
(4) Suppose that a.,...,a is a basis for H^(X, ft) and
that z is a nonconstant rational function. Assume that 
for all i
a. = f.dt = s.dz. Put N = l+...+g. Then ux x x ^
Wt (f1, . . . ,fg) = z'(t)NWz (S;L, . . . ,sg) .
(5) With the same notation as above, note that
v ,,0N , ,N„ , \t ( i, • • * , g) = z wz (s1, . . . , Sg) dt =
= W (s.,...s ) (z1 (t)dt)0N = W (s. ,  s )dz0N.z x y z .l y
9
Now suppose that X has nonzero genus g, and that
a,,...,o is a fixed basis for H°(X,p). Put 9®N 0F = , N = 1 +...+ g. Define a e H  (X,F) as follows.
Pick a non-constant rational function t and write
a. = f.dt for i = l,...g. Theni i
a = ...,fg)dt0N.
By proposition 1.12, (5), a is independent of the choice
of t. Further, given P e X  let t generate mp in 0 .
Then dtSN is a generator of Fp , and (f^,...,f ) e 0p .
Thus for all P, a e Fp and so a e H°(X,F) .
If is another basis for H^(X,P) with
= h^dt for i = l,...,g, then by proposition 1.12, (2),
for some nonzero b s C, W, (h1f...,h ) = bW, (f.,...,f ).t 1 g t 1 g
So changing the basis of H^(X,fi) changes a by a nonzero 
constant multiple.
Definition: Let a be as above. One calls the equivalence
class of a in I P ( H ° ( X , ) the Wronskian of X.
Definition: Let X have nonzero genus g and let N and
a be as above. For P e X  the Weierstrass weight of P, 
denoted W(P), is defined by W(P) = ordp a. Note that 
W(P) is independent of the choice of a. If g = 0, 
define W(P) = 0 for all P e X .
Proposition 1.13. Suppose that X has genus g.
(1) W(P) > 0 for all P e X .
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(2) £ w(p) = (g+l)g(g-l)•
PeX
(3) Suppose g is positive. For P e X let m, , . . . ,m be 
the gap sequence for P. Then W(P) = £ (rru - i) .
Proof: Clearly (1) and (2) hold if g = 0. So we assume
g > 0.
(1) Let a represent the wronskian and let t generate mp 
in Op. Put N = 1 +...+g. Then c* = Wt (fp,...,f^)dt0N: 
Since dt0N generates (fi®N)p , W(P) = ordpWt (fp,...,f ). 
Thus, since (f ̂ , . . . , f ) e 0p , W(P) >_ 0.
(2) By proposition 1.2, £ W(P) = degfi®N = Ndeg
PeX
= (g+l)g(g-l) .
(3) By proposition 1.11, if iru is a gap for P, then
there exists ai eH°(X,fi) satisfying ordpoi = h k -1.
Suppose that a^,...,a e H^(X,fi) satisfy ordpa^ = iru-1
for i = l,...,g. Clearly a,,...,a form a basis for-l- 9
H°(X,fi). Therefore it follows from proposition 1.12,
(3) that W(P) = £[(m±-l) - (i-1)] = £ (m±-i).
Proposition 1.14. The following statements are equivalent
(1) X has genus 0.
(2) For all PeX, 1 (P) > 1.
(3) For some PeX, 1(P) > 1.
(4) X s IP1.
Proof:
(1) => (2) follows from the Riemann-Roch Theorem applied
to D = P.
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(2} =* (3) is clear.
(3) ^ (4): Suppose P satisfies 1(P) > 1. Then there
exists a nonconstant rational function f on X with a pole 
of order one at P and no other pole. Thus, f defines a 
morphism cf>:X -> ]P̂  of degree one. Since <t> is of degree 
one, it is an isomorphism.
(4) (1) is clear.
Remarks 1.1: Suppose that V is an n-dimensional vector
space of rational functions on X and U is an n-dimen­
sional vector space of rational differentials on X.
Pick P e X .
(1) There is a basis f,,...,f of V which satisfies
ordpf^ <... < ordpf .
(2) Every nonzero f e V satisfies ordpf = ordpf^ for 
some t.
(3) There is a basis of U satisfying
j- y
°rdpTi <... < ordpTg.
(4) Every nonzero t e U satisfies ordpx = ordpT^ f°r 
some i.
Theorem 1.2. Suppose X has genus g. The following 
statements are equivalent for P e X.
(1) W(P) > 0.
(2) There is a nonzero a e H°(X,£2) satisfying ordpa _> g.
(3) l(gP) > 1.
(4) l(nP) > 1 for some n _< g.
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Proof: The theorem is trivial for g = 0. Thus, we
assume g ^ 1.
(1) ^ (2): Let be a basis for H^(X,fi) satis-
fying 0 <_ ordpo^< ...< ordpag. Since W(P) =
Etordn. - (i—1)], W(P) > 0 implies ord^a• > i-1 for P x P x
some i, and this in turn implies ordpcfg >_ g.
(2) ^  (3): Suppose that K = En^Q is a canonical divisor
and that a e H°(X,Q) satisfies ordpa>_g. Since I (K) s 9, 
there is an feH^(X, f(K)) which when considered as a 
rational function satisfies ordpf >_ g~np . This implies 
that f e H*"* (X,/. (K-gP) ) . As a result, l(K-gP) > 0,
and so the Riemann-Roch theorem implies 1 (gP) > 1.
(3) ^  (4): This is clear.
(4) (1): Suppose l(nP) > 1 for some n _< g. Then,
by the Riemann-Roch theorem l(K-nP) >_ g + 1 - n  = d. Let
f^,...,fd be linearly independent elements of (X,L (K-nP))
satisfying ord^f. < ... < ord_fj. SinceP I  P d
fxe H° (X,L (K-nP) ) , ordpf p >_ n-np , and hence ordpfd >_ g-np .
As above this implies there is a a e H^(X,<2) satisfying
ordpa >_ g* Now let be a basis for H°(X,fi)p x g
satisfying ordpO-^ < ... < ordpag . By remark 1.1, (4), 
ordpa = ordpaj for some j. Therefore,
W(P) = E[ordpai - (i-1)] 1 ordpa_j - (j-1) > 0.
Definition: P e X is a Weierstrass point of X if P
satisfies one and hence all of the conditions in theorem 
1.2.
Remark 1.2: Note that by proposition 1,13, (2), if g=0
or g=l, then X has no Weierstrass points. For g=2, let 
P be a Weierstrass point of X. By proposition 1.14, 1 
is a gap for P. Thus P has gap sequence l,b where b 
must be greater than 2. On the other hand, b <_ 2 (2)-1=3. 
Thus, 1,3 is the gap sequence for P, and so W(P) =
(1-1) + (3-2) =1. It follows that every nonsingular 
curve of genus 2 has six Weierstrass points, each of 
weight 1.
Definition: A curve X of genus greater than one is
called hyperelliptic if there exists a morphism 
cjsiX+nP' of degree two.
Proposition 1.15. Let X have genus g and suppose that 
there is a morphism of degree two <j> :X-*-nP'. Then there 
are exactly 2g+2 points of X, P^ for i = l,...,2g+2, such 
that (j) "1 (<MPi) ) = { -
Proof: This follows from the Riemann-Hurwitz formula
(cf. [G-H, p ,253]).
Definition: Let X have genus greater than one. We call
a point P of X a hyperelliptic point if 1(2P) > 1.
Proposition 1.16. Let P be a hyperelliptic point of X. 
Then W(P) = ^gfg-l).
Proof: Since 1(2P) > 1, there is an f e H°(x,L(2P))
satisfying 0 > ordpf >_ -2. Since X 2' HP̂ -, it follows 
that ordpf # -1, and so ordpf = -2. Therefore, by
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proposition 1.10, 2 is a nongap for P and hence all even 
positive integers are nongaps for P. As a result, 
l,3,...,2g-l is the gap sequence for P. Thus, W(P) =
s ((2i-i) - (i-i)) = hg(g-i)•
Proposition 1.17. Let X have genus g greater than one. 
Then the following statements are equivalent.
(1) X is hyperelliptic.
(2) X has exactly 2g+2 hyperelliptic points.
(3) X has at least one hyperelliptic point.
Proof: (1) (2): Suppose <f>:X -»■ 3P̂  is a morphism of
degree 2. By proposition 1.15 there is a set of 2g+2
points p ;l'• • •'P2g+2 satisfyin9  ̂ '
i = l,...,2g+2. Fix an index i. By performing a projective 
change of coordinates on P'*’ if necessary, we may assume 
(fi(P̂) = 00, put 0 = cf> |x -P j _. Then we may think of 6 as a 
rational function, and as such 0 e T(X-P., 0V) and ord 0 =-2.1  A  Jr
Thus 1(2P^) > 1. It follows that X has at least 2g+2
hyperelliptic points P^,...,P2g+2- 0n t îe other hand,
by propositions 1.16 and 1.13, (2),
2g+2
£ W(P.) = (g+l)g(g-l) = 1 W(P).
i=l 1 PEX
Thus by proposition 1.16, .../p2g+2 are a11 of the hYPer_
elliptic points of X.
(2) =► (3) : This is clear.
(3) => (1): Let P£X satisfy 1(2P) > 1. It follows
that there is an f e r (X-P, 0^) satisfying ordpf = -2.
So f defines a morphism 4>:X-P + t of degree 2. Since
X is nonsingular, <j> can be extended to a morphism of
1degree 2, <J> :X ■+ IP .
Corollary 1.1: Suppose X is hyperelliptic and <j):X -> IP'*’ 
is a morphism of degree 2. Then (£  ̂( cJ>(P)) = {P} if
and only if P is a hyperelliptic point.
Proof: The corollary follows immediately from the proof
of proposition 1.17.
Corollary 1.2: Let X be hyperelliptic. Then P is 
a Weierstrass point of X if and only if P is a hyper­
elliptic point of X.
Proof: The corollary follows from proposition 1.16, 1.17,
and
E w(p) = (g+1)g(g-1).
P e X
Remarks 1.3: By remark 1.2, all curves of genus 2 are
hyperelliptic. For all g 3 there exist both hyper­
elliptic and nonhyperelliptic curves of genus g. (For 
details see [G-H, pp. 253-259]).
Definition: Suppose that K is a canonical divisor. A
divisor D is called special if l(K-D) > 0.
Theorem 1.1. (Clifford) Let D be an effective special divi­
sor on the curve X. Then
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1(D) £ ^deg(D) + 1.
Furthermore equality occurs only if D=0, D=K, or X is 
hyperelliptic.
Proof: [H,IV,5.4]
Corollary 1.3. Let X be a nonhyperelliptic curve of 
genus g greater than one. Then for all P e X,
W(P) £ Js(g-l)(g-2) + 1.
Proof: Let m^,...,m be the gap sequence for P. By
proposition 1.14, m^ - 1 = 0. Further, £ 2g-l, and so
mg-g £ g-1 = (g-2) +
Now for all 0 < n < m , l(K-nP) £ 1 (K-(m -1)P). Sinceg g
nig a gap implies l(K-(nig-l)P) > 0, it follows that nP is 
an effective special divisor for 0 < n < m^.
Assume that for some i with 1 < i < g, m. > 2i-2. ̂ l
Then there are at most i-1 gaps less than 2i-2, and so
1 ( (2i-2)P) £ 1 + ( (2i-2) - (i-1)) = i.
On the other hand, 2i-2 < m. < m , and so by Clifford's— l g
theorem
1((2i-2)P) < i.
From the above contradiction, we conclude m. < 2i - 2 forx —
2 £ i < g. Thus
g g
W(P) = E (m.-i) £ E ( (2i-2) - i) + (g-2) +1 = 
i=l 1 i=2
ge (i-2) + l = h(g-i)(g-2) + l. 
i=l
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Corollary 1.4. Let X have genus greater than one. Then 
X is hyperelliptic if and only if for some P e X,
W(P) =%g(g-l).
Proof: The corollary follows from proposition 1.16 and
corollary 1.3.
2Example 1.1. Thinking of 3P as Proj <C [x,y,z], let
X be the nonsingular plane curve of genus 3 defined by 
4 4 4the equation x = y + z . Let P be the point of X 
with homogeneous coordinates [i,0,l]. Then P has gap 
sequence 1,2,5 (for details see[F-K, VII.3.8]). Thus,
W(P) = 2, which shows that the upper bound for W(P) ob­
tained in corollary 1.3 is as small as possible.
The final result of this chapter shows the relation
between Weierstrass points of X and morphisms from X
to T 1 . We shall see that this result does not gener­
alize to Gorenstein curves.
Theorem 1.4. Let X have genus g at least 2. The follow­
ing statements are equivalent.
(1) There is a morphism 4>:X -»• 3P̂  of degree at most 
g such that <J> (̂<j>(P)) = {P}-
(2) P is a Weierstrass point of X.
Proof: (1) * (2): Set <f> | X-P = J. Since cMX-P) =
ip-*- _ cj>(p) and since by performing a projective change of
coordinates on 3P̂  if necessary, we may assume that
<j) (p) = oo, we may think of <p as an element of r(X-P,d )X
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with ordp<)> = -deg <J> _> -g. Therefore (p is a nonconstant 
element of H^(X,MgP)) and so l(gP) >1. As a result,
P is a Weierstrass point.
(2) =5 (1) : Since P is a Weierstrass point, there is an
f e r (X-P, (?x) satisfying 0 > ordpf -g. Put ordpf = -n.
1Then f defines a morphism <f>:X -> IP of degree equal to n, 
and n <_ g.
Chapter 2. Singular Curves
Section 1. Basic Properties
In this chapter X is an integral projective curve 
over C. Xsing is the subset of singular points of X,
and Xreg is the subset of nonsingular points of X, where,
as in chapter 1, point means closed point. For P e X, 
is the local ring at P, and nip is the maximal ideal of 
0p . For P e X . , 0_ is the integral closure of 0p ,Jr S  X I X  C| ir
and Cp is the conductor of 0p in 0p . Finally,
ir : X -* X denotes the normalization of X.
Remarks 2.1. The following particulars about singular 
curves can be found in [S^, Chapter 4].
(1) X . is a finite set.' ' sing
(2) Suppose that K(X) is the field of rational functions 
on X. Then tt induces an isomorphism K(X) = K(X).
(3) The induced map of sheaves -* tt 0„ is an injection.X  *  A
(4) Suppose that P e xs^ng* Then, considering all rings 
below as subsets of K(X),
° P  ° Q *
Rett (P)
(5) fenip implies that feniR for all Rett 1 (P) . In parti­
cular fem_. implies that ord f > 0 for all Rett ^(P).Jr K
Definition: The arithmetic genus cj of X is defined by
g = dim H"*" (X,0X) .
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Theorem 2.1. (Serre duality) X has a dualizing sheaf;
that is, there is a coherent sheaf cov = to over X suchX
that for all coherent sheaves F over X,
H1 (X,F) = Hom(F/(1)x) '
(If V is a complex vector space, we denote its dual by V 1.)
Proof: The proof of the theorem can be found in [H,III,7].
The following construction of <*) comes from [S, ,IV,X J.
section 3] . For P e X, we define top as follows.
top = {oeDx : z resQf 0=0 for a11 f e °p^
Qett _1 (P)
In particular, for PeXr ,
WX,P = fiX, 7T_1(P)
Corollary 2.1. dim^H1 (X,0X ) = dim^H0 (X,<*>x) •
Proof: H^(X,0 ) = Hom(0 ,to )' by Serre duality, and X X X
Hom(C>x ,tox) = H°(X,tox).
Definition: Let D be a noetherian local domain with
integral closure D, and let c be the conductor of D 
in D. Set dim^lD/D) = 6 , and dim^fD/c) = nQ . One 
calls D a Gorenstein local ring if nD = 2?D . In parti­
cular, if D is integrally closed, then D is Gorenstein.
For P e X, we write n_ = n.-, , 6_. = 5,, , andJr t/p ir U p
6 = 6 =  I 6d . We note that 6 = 0  for all PeX , and X p£X P P reg
that 6p is finite for all P£Xs-j_ng ‘ BY remark 2.1, (1),
6V is also finite.X
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Definition: X is called a Gorenstein curve if 0 is a  p
Gorenstein local ring for all P e X .  In particular, non­
singular curves are Gorenstein.
Proposition 2.1. Let X have arithmetic genus g. Then
g = dim^H1 (X,0^) + 5X -
Proof: [H,Ex. 1.8, p.298]
Corollary 2.2. Let X be a singular curve. Then the 
arithmetic genus of X is positive. Consequently I?'*' 
is the only curve of arithmetic genus 0.
Proof: This is immediate from proposition 2.1.
Proposition 2.2. For all PeX . , 6~+l < n_ < 26~.  ------------  sing P — p — p
Furthermore, np = 26p if and only if w is a free rank
one 0p-module.
Proof: [S^, p.80]
Corollary 2.3. X is Gorenstein if and only if to is an 
invertible sheaf.
Proof: This is immediate from proposition 2.2.
Corollary 2.4. Suppose that X is a singular curve such
that for all P e X  . . =  1 .  Then X is Gorenstein.sing1 P
Proof: Since 5p = 1 and 6p + 1 <_ np <_ 26p , the corollary
follows.
Proposition 2.3. If X is a complete intersection in 3Pn , 
some n, or if X can be imbedded in a smooth surface, then 
X is Gorenstein. In particular, plane curves are Gorenstein.
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Proof: [A-K, p. 170]
Proposition 2.4. We think of the sets below as subsets
of D~. Then for PeX, (t t ~)p c cox p .
Proof: (7T*fix)p = E R .
Rett""1 (P)
Thus, given a nonzero a e (Tr*fi~)p , ordRa 0 for all
R e tt 1 (P) . Since 0 c 0 for all R e it ^(P) , ord^f a > 0ir R  R  —
for all nonzero f e d .  As a result, res fa = 0 forir R
all f e 0 , and so for all f e 0 , Z res a = 0.ir ir -I R
R ctt (P)
Thus, o E (Up , from which it follows that (tt * ^ ) p c  u)p .
Proposition 2.5. Suppose that for PeXs-̂ngi ^p i-s
Gorenstein. Then cp is the annihilator of top/ (tt*^~ ) p .
Proof: [S^, p. 80]
Corollary 2.5. Let P and cop be as above. Let a generate
top over 0p , and let h generate cp in 0p . Then for all
R e tt ””1 (P) ,
ord a = -ord h.R  R
Proof: By proposition 2.5, h o z  (tt*^)^ and so h a e ftcrA  ir A  f R
for all R e tt ^(P). Thus, ord h > -ord a for allR  —  R
Re tt "̂(P). Conversely, let t e D~ be such that tA
generates fl ~ for all R e tt ^(P). (Let ueK(X) satisfyA  / R
ord u = 1 for all R e tt ^(P). Then we may take x = du.)R
By definition, x e (Tr*fi~)p . Let x = ba . Then 
-ord^b = ordDa for all R e tt ^P). But, by propositionR  R
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2.5, beĉ ., and so ord^b > ord_h for all R e tt 1 (P). Their K  —  K
corollary now follows.
Remark 2.2. Let P, x, and a be as above. Write 
x/h = uo. By proposition 2.5, u is a unit in 0p . Thus, 
x/h is in wp and x/h is a generator of top if and only 
if u is a unit in 0p .
Proposition 2.6. Given PeX . and a nonzero f in 0_,  e------------  sing P
dim(j; V f°P = dimct: V f V
Proof: This result follows from the isomorphism
V°p £ fV f V
and the two exact sequences of 0p-modules,
0 0p/f0p -> 0p/f0p -> 5p/0p -> 0
0 +  f d P / f 0 P  +  V f 0 P *  V f 5 P  "  0
Definition: For a nonzero f e 0 , define 
ordpf = dim̂ j, 0p/f0p .
Definition: Let L be an invertible sheaf over X, and let 
a be a nonzero element of H^(X,1). For P e  X, we define
ordpo as follows. Let x generate J_p over 0p . Then
a = fx for some f e 0 . We define 
ordpa = ordpf.
Note that the definition is independent of the choice 
of generator.
Remark 2.3.
(1) It follows from proposition 2.6 that
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ordpf = dim^ Op/fdp = E (ordRf).
R e t t - 1  (P)
(2) It follows from (1) that if X is nonsingular, then the 
new and old definitions of ordpf agree.
(3) For f, h £ 0 , ord fh = ord f + ord h.ir ir ir ir
(4) It follows from (1) that
ordpa = E (ordpCJ).
R E T T - 1  (P)
(5) It follows from (4) that if X is nonsingular, then the 
new and old definitions of ordpa agree.
Proposition 2.7. Let I be a proper 0p-ideal satisfying
dim^ 0p/I = n. Then for all integers m such that 0 < m £ n,
there is an 0p-ideal J such that
J ̂  I and dim^(0p/J) = m.
Proof: It suffices to demonstrate the proposition for
m = n-1. Let J be an ideal satisfying
(1) J  ^ I and dim^(0p/J) is maximal.
Let f e J/I. Then (1) implies J =  I +  (f) . We claim that
for all h e mp, hf e I. If not, then hf t I and (1) to­
gether imply that J =  I +(hf). Since f e j ,  there is an 
s e 0p such that f-shf e I. Thus f £ I implies 1-sh is 
not a unit of 0p. Since Op is a local ring, this in turn
implies sh and hence h is a unit of 0p . The last state­
ment contradicts the fact that h £ mp .
Now let k e J. Then there is a q £ 0p such that 
k-qf £ I. On the other hand, q e 0p implies that q = b + q^
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for some b c <£ and e mp . The claim implies that q^f e I, 
and so k-bf e I for some b e (j:. This implies dim^fJ/I) =1, 
so dim^(Op/J) = n-1.
Remarks 2.4. Suppose P e X .  satisfies 6_ = 1. It fol- ------------  ^  sing P
lows from corollary 2.1 that dim^(0p/cp) =1. As a result, 
mp = cp and 0p = + cp.
Further, if h generates cp in 0p , then by remark 2.1,
(5), ord^h > 0 for all Q e tt ■*"(?). Since
Z ordQh = ordph = dim^(0p/cp) = 2,
Q e tt (P)
it follows that there are only two possibilities for P.
(1) tt_ 1 ( p )  = {q } and ordQh = 2.
(2) ^"^(P) = { Q ^ Q ^  and o^d^ h = ord^ h = 1.
We note that if h e l)p satisfies ordph = 2, then h gener­
ates Cp in Op.
Definition: We call P e X . cuspidal if tt  ̂(P) is a one-------------------  sing *-
point set. If, in addition 6 = 1 ,  then we call P a cusp.
Definition: We call P e  X__. __ a node if 6 ^  = 1, and tt "̂(P)sing ir
is a two point set.
Proposition 2.8. Suppose P e xsj_ng satisfies 6p = 1 and 
suppose t e D~ generates for all Q e tt ^(P) . ThenA
o e D̂ . is a generator of wp if and only if 1 res^o = 0,
Q£TT- 1 (P)
and a = x/h where h generates cp in 0p .
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Proof: If a generates wp , then a e top and so Z resna
Qett-1 (P)
= 0. Further, a = x/h where h generates cp in 0p by- 
remark 2.2.
Conversely, let a e satisfy Z res^° =& i  y
Q e t t  (P)
and a = x/h where h generates cp in 0p. Pick f e d .  Then
by remark 2.4, f = b + s where b e <£ and s e cp . Thus,
Z reSgfa = b Z resya +  ̂ res^sa.
Q e t t  ^ ( P )  Q e t t  ( P ) Q e t t  ^ ( P )
Therefore, to show that a e wp , it suffices to show
res^so = 0 for all Q e  tt (P) . Since s e cp , (s/h) e
for all Q e tt ^(P). It follows that s a = (s/h)x e A  , u
and so res^sa = 0.
To see that a generates cop , we note that 
cpa = hOpa = h 0p (x/h) =
0px - (tt* p
Suppose that y  generates ajp  and that a = ky for k e 0p. 
Then by proposition 2.5,
CPY = c p c  = cpk y .
Thus k is a unit in 0p , and so a generates oop .
Corollary 2.6.
(1) If P is a cusp with tt (P) = {Q}, if a generates
_, and if f e K(X) satisfies ord_f = 2, then a/f gener- A, u y
ates wp .
(2) If P is a node with tt ^(P) = {Qp,Q2 ) r if a generates
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n , for i = 1,2, and if f is a rational function
X-r
satisfying ord0 f = 1 for i = 1,2, then a/f generates 
i
0)p .
Proof: The corollary follows immediately from the propo­
sition.
The following is a standard result about valuations.
Proposition 2.9. Suppose that P^,...,P are points of a
nonsingular curve X, and that n^,...,n are arbitrary
integers. Then there exists f e K(X) which satisfies
ord-r, f = n. for i = l,...,m.P . xx
Section 2. The Wronskian
For the rest of this chapter X is an integral 
projective Gorenstein curve of arithmetic genus g.
Since g = 0 implies X = 3P̂  by corollary 2.2, we assume 
that g is positive. We now establish that the wronskian 
of X can be constructed in a manner analogous to the non­
singular construction.
Notation: Put M = l+...+g-l, and N = M + g.
Definition: Let a, a.,..., a be nonzero rational differ------------  1 g
entials on X. We define the wronskian of a,,...,a with----------------------------1' g-----------
respect to _a, denoted W^ (a^, . . . , ag)' by
Wa (c1,.. . ,c ) = detfA^] for 1 £ i,j £ g,
where the A.. are rational functions defined by ID
o_. = A ^ g for j = 1, .. . ,g,
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and for i > 1, the A^j are defined recursively by the for­
mula
d A . . = A..a for i = l,...g.
1  -L / J 1 J
We note that W (on , .. . ,o ) e K(X). 
a i g
Proposition 2.10. Suppose that t is a nonconstant ration­
al function, and that cr,o.,,...,cr are nonzero rational 
differentials. Put a = dt/k, and for i = l,...,g,
= f^ a where k,f^,...,f e K(X).
(1) W (a, ,. . . ,a ) = k1̂ , (f. ,. .. , f ) .a i g t l g
Assume now that a,,...,a are linearly independent over 
(p. Then
(2) W (a, ,. . . ,a ) * 0.a i g
Now suppose that are rational differentials
which span the same vector space as a,,...,cr and that 
Ti = £ t>i j a j for i = l,...,g and e (p. Then
(3) (t17 . .. ,Tg) = det (b^j )Wa (c^,. . . ,a ) .
Finally, suppose that t is a nonzero rational differential 
with t = so for s e K(x). Then
(4) W^(a^,..•,a ) = sNW^(Tlf...,Tg).
Proof:
(1) Let A^ . , 1 £ i,j _< g, be as in the definition of
Wa (al'*-',ag)' N°te that
A .  (f , .. . , f ) = det (k1-1f . (l_1) (t)) .
^  J. y  j
Thus, to establish (1), note that the following is easily 
established by induction on i.
where the b^m are rational functions independent of j.
It follows from basic properties of determinants that
V al"--'ag)=det(ki lfji (t) )=kMWt (f̂ ,̂ —  ,f ) .
(2) This follows from (1) and proposition 1.12, (1).
(3) This follows from (2) and proposition 1.12, (2).
(4) For i=l,...,g, put a^=lbT, h^eK(X). Note that 
t = sa = (s/k)dt, and that
(sh1,...,shg) = sgWt (£1 ,...,fg).
Therefore,
Wa (a-ĵ, . . . 'ag)=kMwt (fi' • • • /fg) -kMWt (shf, . . . ,shg) =
, M gTT , . N,,M g, N Vtt ,, , .k syWt (h1 ,...,hg)=s (k s /s )Wt (h1 ,...,h ) =
sN (k/s)MWt (h1,...,hg) = sNWt (a1,...,a ).
q.e.d.
Let a-.,...,a be a fixed basis for H^(X,u)). Put J- cj
F = o)®N . We define aeH^(X,F) as follows. Suppose that 
{Lb; iel} is an open cover of X such that for all iel, 
r (U. ,uj) is a free rank one T (U., 0 ) -module with genera-1 1 A
tor t .. For all i.jel write t . = h..t . (here we thinkx j x] l
of and Tj as elements of r (U^ n Uj,ui)). Now for all 
iel define a^e r(U.,F) by the rule
TT / . ®Na. = W )t .
i Ti 1
Note that by proposition 2.10, (4), for all i,j e I,
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Therefore, since h. . is a unit in T(U. (1 U.,0V), as an13 1 J x
element of T(U. D1 U.,F),1 3
®N N ®N
4 1.... °g Ti = h i j W T j ( 0 l .....°g|Ti =
W (a, ,...,a ) (h. .t . ) (h . . is a unit inTj-L y 1 j 1 1]
r (u. n U.,0 ).)=W (a.. , . . . ,c ) T ®n .1 J A  T j i  9 3
So for all i,j e I, a . I  (U, fl U.) = a .  |(U. fl U.).r 1 j j 1 j
Hence the ou 's patch to give a section cteH^(X,F). We 
note the following.
(1) For all PeX, if a generates oop , then ap =
®N
Wa (ai,° ",ag)0
(2) By proposition 2.10, (3), changing the basis of
Ĥ (X,co) changes a by a nonzero constant multiple.
Definition: The wronskian of X is defined to be the
equivalence class of a in 3P(H^ (X,u)®N) ) .
Definition: For PeX let a generate cop , write ap =
fa®N , fE0p , where a represents the wronskian of X.
The Weierstrass weight of P, denoted W(P), is defined 
by W(P) = ordpf. Note that W(P) is independent of 
the choice of a or a.
Remarks 2.5.
(1) W(P) _> 0 for all PeX.
(2) For P e xreg' suPP°se that t generates mp , and 
suppose that for i = l,...g, a = f^dt. Since dt generates 
ojp , it follows from proposition 2.10, (1) that
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aP = Wt (fl' * * * 'fg)dt‘
In particular, if X is nonsingular, the new definitions 
of the wronskian and of W(P) agree with the classical 
definitions.
Proposition 2.11. For PeX suppose that teK(X) satisfies 
ord^t = 1 for all Q e tt d (P) , and that h generates cp in
0 . Let a,f.../cr be a basis for H°(X,u)). For p x g
1 = l,...,g, write = f^(dt/h). Then
W(P) = E ordn (hMW (f, , . . . ,f ) ) .
Qett (P)
Proof: By remark 2.2, any generator of w has the form
o = dt/h1 where h 1 generates cp in 0p . Thus, h 1 = vh 
where v is a unit in 0p . Therefore, for i=l,...,g,a^ =
(vf( d t / h '). As a result,
W(P) = °rdpWo (o1,...,a ) =
ordp (h')MWt (vflf...,vf ) (by proposition 2.10.(1)) =
N| E ord^vj + E °rdQ hMwt (f1 .....V
yQeif^P) j  Qen""1 (P)
Thus, it suffices to show that ord^v = 0 for all Q e tt ^(P). 
Since v is a unit in 0~p , v is a unit in 0^ for all 
Qett "̂ (P)- Hence the result follows.
Corollary 2.7. For all PeX, W(P) >. 6pg(g-l).
Proof: Since t,f,,...,f e 0„, W (f-,...,f ) e 0_.1 g P t 1 g P
By remark 2.3,
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W(P) .> M( Z (ordQh) = M (dim^Op/h(fp) =
Q e t t " 1  (P)
Mfdim^Op/Cp) = Jgg (g-1) (26p) = 6pg (g-1) .
Theorem 2.2. If X has arithmetic genus at least two and 
PcXsing' then W(P) > °-
Proof: The theorem follows immediately from corollary 2.7.
Example 2.1. Suppose that X is a rational curve of arith­
metic genus two such that X . consists of 2 nodes P.3 sing 1
and P2 . Let tt : 3P -»■ X be the normalization of X. Note
that, by performing a projective change of coordinates on 
13P if necessary, we may assume
tt- 1  (P1)={0,°°} and tt 1 (P2)={l,b}, be<f:— { 0,1 > .
Using $(T) as the rational function field, write a= dT/T,
d T / f T ^  +  l \and t =dT/(T-l) (T-b) . Note that c = ---     . Thus,
T/(T2+l)
by corollary 2.6, (2), a generates co , andtgenerates
1 1co_ . Since a e f2_,i c for all S e 3P -{0,°°} and xefi^i ni 2 -W- / O -iL f y
1for all Q e 3P -{l,b}, it follows that a and t are elements
of H°(X,u). Since they are linearly independent, they
form a basis for H°(X,co)
dT generates w- for all R e X So, ̂ R reg.




_ 1_ b+1 - 2T
T2 (T-l)2 (T-b)2
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= (b-T2)/T2 (T-l)2 (T-b)2.
We conclude that for P e X  ,reg
W(R) = 1 if R = (±/b) ,
W(R) = 0 otherwise,
For P^, a generates and x = (T/(T-l) (T-b)o. By
proposition 2.10, (1),
Wa (o,x) +TWt (1, T/(T-l) (T-b)
1 T/(T-l) (T-b)
0 (b-T2)/ (T-l)2 (T-b)2
= T (b-T2)/ (T-l)2 (T-b)2.
Thus,
W (P.) = ord W (a,x) + ord W (o,x) =l a a a a
ordQ (T(b-T2)/(T-l)2 (T-b)2) + ord^(T(b-T2)/ (T-l)2 (T-b)2) = 
1 + 1 = 2 .
In a similar manner one may show that W(?2)= 2. Thus, 
for any rational curve X of arithmetic genus 2 with two 
nodes Pp,P2 , W(P^) =2 for i = l,2, and X has two nonsingu­
lar points with Weierstrass weight one.
Proposition 2.12. Let P be cuspidal. Then W(P) >_<$pg(g-l) +
2g-1. In particular, if P is a cusp, then W(P) >_ g -1.
-1Proof: Let Q = tt (P) . , let t generate m^ in 0q , and let
h generate cn in 0 . Suppose that a,,...,a is a basisr ir X  g
for H^(X,w). For i = l,...,g write = f^dt/h. By remark 
1.1, (1) we may assume that
T
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ord^f. = n. , and nn < . . . < n .Q i i 1 g
By proposition 2.11,
W (P) = ordQhMWt (flf —  ,f ) = 6pg (g-1) + ordQWt ( f . . . ,fg).
Therefore, it suffices to show that ord^W^ (fp, . . . , f ) >_ g-1. 
Since P is cuspidal, for all femp, ordpf > 1. Hence 
n^ > i for all i _> 2. As a result, proposition 1.12, (3)
implies
ordQWt (f 1 ,. . . , f ) = E (nj_~ (i~l) ) 1 g-1.
Definition; For p£xsing' t*1*2 partial normalization at P
is defined to be the birational map 0:Y X such that,
—  1(1) 0|0 (X-P) is an isomorphism onto X-P,
(2) tt- 1  (P) C Y— reg.
Remarks 2.6.
(1) We note that Y can be constructed as follows. Let U 
be a copy of X-P, and let S be a copy of n ̂(P). We de­
note elements of U and S as follows. If ReX-P, then we
denote the corresponding point of U by R', and if 
Qeir-1(P), then we denote the corresponding point of S 
by Q 1. Then
(i) U U S is the set of closed points of Y,
(ii) 0R , = 0R for all R 1 e U,
(iii) 0q, = 0 q for all Q' e S.
(2> YsincTlR’! R£Xsing-p1' fR' = SR ' and V = V Thus'
if X is a Gorenstein curve, then Y is a Gorenstein curve.
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(3) The following is a commutative diagram.
Y -Y-*. X
T h e  m o r p h i s m  tt̂ : X Y i s  t h e  n o r m a l i z a t i o n  o f  Y .
Proposition 2.13. For P e X  . , let 6 :Y -> X  be the partial c------------------  sing c
n o r m a l i z a t i o n  a t  P .  T h e n  H*"1 (Y,o j  ) c (X ,to ) .Y  ““  X
Proof: Suppose that oeH^(Y,Wy) and Aex. By the remarks
above for all f e 0A ,
E resRfo = E ( 1  resRf<?) .
Rctt-1 (A) Q£ 0_1 (A) Rett^1 (Q)
-1Since 0A c 0A c 0g for all Q e tt (a) , and since
aeH^(Y, w ), E res^fa = 0 for all Q£0 ^(A).
-1 (Q)
Hence for all f e d ,  E res fo = 0. Thus, ocQ
A  1 X\ n
RE'n'̂  (Q)
for all Aex, so creĤ  ( X ,  w ).X
Proposition 2.14. With Y as above, suppose that Y has 
arithmetic genus g 1. Then g 1 = g - 6 .
Proof: By proposition 2.1,
g1 = d i m  H1 ( X ,  0~) + E 5 .
Q e y  . y  sing
But by remark 2.6, (2) ,
f i p  =  E  6 r  -  Z  6 o
ReX . K Q£Y • ^sing sing
Since
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g = dim H1 (X,0~) + £ 6̂
ReX . sing
it follows that g' = g - 6p .
Proposition 2.15. Let P be a node of X with 0: Y -> X
-1the partial normalization at P. Put 0 (P) = {Q-^C^K
Then
W(P) = g (g-1) + w(Q1) + w (q 2).
Proof: Let X + Y be the normalization of Y with
tt̂ (Q^) = {R^ } for i = 1,2. Suppose that a;j_' • • • » °g_;]_
is a basis for H ^ Y , ^ )  and that o e H ^ X , ^ )  is a generator
of o)p. By corollary 2.5, (2), we have ordRo = -1 for
i
i = 1, 2 . Thus o £ Q ~ w v n ■ for i = 1 f 2. ThereforeA  / K  * x  / 1' 1
a £ and so a,o^,..., °g_^ a basis for
H°(X, .
For i = 1,2, let teK(X) satisfy ordn t = l. ThenK .1
dt is a generator of uu . By corollary 2.6, (2), o = dt/h
i
where h generates cp in 0p . Put M = 1+ ... +g-l, and 
0  ̂= f^o, for i = l,...,g-l. By proposition 2.11,
W(P) = I ordR _hMWt (1, f , .. . =
g (g-1) +ordR W ^ l , ^ ,  ,fg-l* + ordR Wt^1,fl' ,fg-l*"
So it suffices to show that
W(Ql) = o r d j ^ l l , ^  fg^).
We may assume that for i = l,...,g-l ordn f. =n.1 1
with n. < . .. < n . For t = 1,...,g-1, put h . = f ./h.1 g-1 'Xr i x
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Since dt generates oov n ,
X
W(Q1) = ordR Wt (h17...,hg_1) =
g-1 g-1
E (ord_, f .-ordD h-(i-1) ) = E (n. --(i-1)). 
i=l R1 1 R1 i=l 1 1
On the other hand, (recall that df = f'dt),
Wt (1,fl'‘ ’,fg-l) = wt (fi»•••,fg-l)
Since for all i ordD f.' = n.-1,
X
ordR1W t (1 'fl " - - ' fg-l) = °rdR1Wt (fl ' ’ ’ ‘ ' fg-l ) =
g-1
E (n.-l-(i-1)) = W(Q,). 
i=l 1
Proposition 2.16. Suppose that P is a cusp with partial
— Xnormalization at P 0 : Y ->■ X and with 0 (P) = {Q}.
If X has arithmetic genus at least one then
W(P) = (g+1) (g-1) + W(Q).
Proof: Suppose that a, e (Y,(ov) generates oj n , and
J- i  JL f  W
0that , • • • / Gg_i is a bas;i-s for H (Y,wy) satisfying 
ord^a^ < ... < ordga  ̂ . For i=l,...,g-l, put a-j_ = f j_a]_ • 
Now suppose that t  e H^(X,ojx) generates p and put 
a^ = hx„ Let tt̂ :X + Y be the normalization of Y with
7Tpd (Q) = R. By corollary 2.5, (1), ordph=2, and so
ord„x = -2. Thus x i il~ n . Therefore, a, ,...,a , ,X  ̂  K  •*-
x is a basis for H^(X,iov). It follows that for t aX
generator of m^,
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W(P) = g(g-l) + ordRWt ( l ^ h ,  . . . ,f ^h) = 
g(g-l) + gordRh + ordR (l/h,flf...,fg_1) = 
g(g-l) + 2g - ordRh + E (ordRfi - i) =
g(g-l) + 2 (g-1) + E(ordRfi - (i-1))-(g-1) = (g+1) (g-l)+W(Q).
Section 3: Subschemes
In this section X is an integral projective
Gorenstein curve of arithmetic genus g with w as sheaf
of dualizing differentials. Let Z be a proper closed
subscheme of X. As a topological space, Z consists of
a finite number of closed points. The ideal sheaf I of
Z is then defined by the exact sequence of 0 -modules.X
0 + 1 -> 0„ ->(?„■> 0 X Li
In fact the above exact sequence gives a one to one 
correspondence between closed subschemes Z of X and co­
herent sheaves of 0 -ideals I. (for details seeX
[H,II.5.9]. The pair (Z,I) shall represent a subscheme 
Z and its associated ideal sheaf I.
Proposition 2.17. Let F be a subsheaf of the constant 
sheaf with constant value K(X). If F is of finite type, 
then F is coherent.
Proof: [$2/ P'^32]
Proposition 2.18. Any proper closed subscheme of X is
given by:
(1) A finite set of points P^,...,P^ of X.
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(2) For 1 £ j £ d, a proper ideal I . of 0 .
3 j
Proof: We define the ideal sheaf I as follows:
Ip = 0p if P + Pj
Ip = I. for 1 £ j £ d.
j J
Clearly I is an ideal sheaf. Put V = X - {P^,...,P^}.
Then for P e V, 1 e r(V,C>) generates (?p . For 1 £ j £ d,
let I. = (f.^,...,f . ) , and let U. be an open neighbor-J D ] j D
hood of Pj satisfying,
(i) P̂ĵ i Uj for i ± j,
(ii) f-1,...,f. e 0p for all P e U .,
j 3
(iii) f ^  is a unit of 0p for all P e U^-P^.
Then f.1,...,f.m e r (U . ,0), and f..,...,f.m generate 
J j  ̂  ̂ j
Op for all P £ Uj. It follows that I is of finite type,
and so I is coherent by proposition 2.17. Therefore
I defines a proper closed subscheme Z of X.
Definition: Suppose that (Z,I) is a proper closed
subscheme of X. The degree of Z ,  denoted d(Z), is 
defined by
d (Z) = E dim(0p/Ip).
PeZ
Since Z has finite point set, d(Z) is finite.
Remark 2.7. If X is a nonsingular curve, then I is an 
invertible sheaf. In fact, I = L(—D) for some effective 
divisor D on X, and d(Z) = deg D.
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We now establish a generalization of the Riemann-
Roch theorem for proper closed subschemes of X. Given
a proper closed subscheme (Z,I) of X, there exists an
exact sequence of 0-modulesX
0 -* I + 0X + 0X/I + 0
Since oj is an invertible sheaf, tensoring the above 
exact sequence with w yields the exact sequence 
0 ->• I®cu ->■ to (0^/0 )Ooj -*■ 0
From the above exact sequence we get the long exact
cohomology sequence
(*) 0 •* H° (X, I®oo) + H°(X,to) ■+■ H°(X, (0X/I)0o))
-»■ H1 (H, 10to) + H1 (X,a)) ■+ H1 (X, (0X/I)0w) .
We note the following about (*).
(1) 0 /1 is a sheaf with finite support. Since to isX
invertible, it follows that (0 /1)0^ s 0 / 1 .  Thus, byX X
proposition 1.7,
H° (X, (0X/I)0o)) = <pd(Z) ,
H^X, (0X/I)»o>) = 0.
(2) dim H°(X,to) = g, and H1 (X,to) = (f.
(3) By Serre duality, H^(X,I®co) is dual to Horn (I®to ,co) . 
Since to is invertible,
Horn (I ®u>, to) s Horn (1,0) .
Combining the above results yeilds a version of the 
Riemann-Roch theorem for proper closed subschemes of X.
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Theorem 2.3. Let (Z,I) be a proper closed subscheme 
of X. Then
dim^Homfl , 0) -dim^H® (X, I®to) = d(Z)+l-g.
Remarks 2.8.
(1) If X is a nonsingular curve and D is an effective 
divisor on X, then L (-D) is an ideal sheaf. Applying 
theorem 2.3 to I = L (-D) yeilds the classical Riemann- 
Roch theorem for effective divisors.
(2) More generally, suppose that D is an effective divi­
sor on X with support in Xreg- Applying theorem 2.3 to
I = L (-D) yields the Riemann-Roch theorem for effective 
divisors on Gorenstein curves, (cf. [R, p.177])
(3) The elements of Hom(I,0 ) can be viewed as rationalX
functions. That is, all homomorphisms <t> : I -> 0 areX
multiplication by some element of K(X). In fact,
Hom(I,0 ) = 0 Horn, (I , 0 ), where for all P e X,
X PEX P P
Horn.-, (I 0 ) is an 0 -submodule of K(X). Furthermore,l/p P, P P
identifying <p with the constant rational functions,
<p c Horn (1,0 ) .
Proposition 2.19. Let Y be an integral projective
curve with PEY . . Thensing
H°mOp(Cp,0p) = 0p .
Proof: Let h generate cp in 0p . Clearly, 0p £
Hom^ (cp , 0p). Pick feHom^ (cp ,0p). Then
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fhdp = fcp c 0p .
In particular, fh e dp . But, fh e dp and (fh)Op c dp
together imply that fhecp = hdp . Thus, f e dp and so 
the proposition follows.
Corollary 2.8. Let Y and P be as above. Suppose that 
Ip is an ideal sheaf of Y with support P such that 
cp e I Then Hom(I,dy) = (p.
Proof: Since (p Hom(I,dy) , it suffices to show that
if feHom(I,0Y), then f is constant. Pick feHom(I,dy). 
Since I has support P, for all Q ^ P in Y,
feHOm0Q(IQ'V = H a m 0 Q [0Q ’0Q ] = V
Since cp ^  Ip , proposition 2.19 implies 
feHom0p (I?,(I?) c Hom0^(cp ,dp) = d~p .
Then
f e ( ft on) n d~ c n dp .
Q*P y * ReY K
Thus f is a global regular function on the normaliza­
tion of Y and therefore is constant.
q . e . d.
The following is due to Kleiman [K, 1.1, p.4]. 
Definition: Let (Z,I) be a proper closed subscheme of
an integral projective curve Y. Then Z is r-special if 
dim Horn(I,0^) > r.
Remarks 2.9. Suppose that (Z,I) is a proper closed
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subscheme of a Gorenstein curve X.
(1) If there is a nonconstant rational function 
feHom(I,Ov), then Z is 1-special.
(2) If d(Z) > g + r-1, then by theorem 2.3, is r-special. 
In particular, if d(Z) > g, then Z is 1-special. 
Proposition 2.20. Let Y be an integral projective 
curve. For P e Y let (Z,I) be the subscheme of degree 
one and support P. If Y has nonzero arithmetic genus, 
then Z is not 1-special.
Proof: We note that d (Z) = 1 implies Ip = mp . If
PeYg^ng , then mp ^  cp , so Z is not 1-special by
corollary 2.8.
For PeYreg , let t generate mp . Pick a nonzero
feHom(I,0Y). Since I has support P, f e 0^ for all Q ^ P.
Thus f e r(Y-P, 0y ), and so f defines a morphism
cf): Y-P 3P̂ . Since P is a nonsingular point, (j) extends
to a morphism <j>: Y-*-3P'*'.
On the other hand, feHom(1,0^) implies that fteOp ,
which in turn implies that ord . f -1, where
TT (P)
tt : Y + Y is the normalization of Y. As a result, 
if <t> is nonconstant, then (j) has degree one. But this 
implies that Y = 3P̂ , which contradicts g > 0. There­
fore <j> is constant, which implies f is constant. Thus 
2 is not 1-special.
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Corollary 2.9. Let X be a Gorenstein curve. Then m 
has no base points.
Proof: for PeX, let (Z, I) be the subscheme of degree
one and support P. By proposition 2.20, din^Hom(I,0^) =1.
Therefore, by theorem 2.3, dim^H^X, l0to) =g-l. As
a result, there is a aeH^(X,co) such that a t H^(X,l0to). 
Thus, there is a a eH^(X,to) such that a t mptOp, and
so P is not a base point of to.
Proposition 2.21. W(P) = (g + l)g(g-l).
Proof: Suppose that a  represents the wronskian of X,
and put N = 1+ ... + g . Then
0 0NI W(P) = E ord a = dinu,H (X,to ) =
PeX PeX ^
N dim^H0 (x,to) = N(2g-2) = (g + l)g(g-l).
Chapter 3. Main Results
Section 1. The Main Theorem
We begin this chapter with a generalization of 
theorem 1.2 to Gorenstein curves.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that X is an integral projective 
Gorenstein curve of arithmetic genus g. Then the 
following statements are equivalent for PeX.
(1) W(P) > 0
(2) There is a nonzero aeH^(X,w) satisfying ordpa >_ g.
(3) There is a 1-special subscheme of X with support
P and degree equal to g.
(4) There is a 1-special subscheme of X with support
P and degree at most g.
Proof: We note that if g =0, then none of the four
conditions above hold. Thus we assume that g is positive.
(1) :► (2): Assume PeXreg. Suppose that a^,...,a is
a basis for H®(X,(jj) satisfying ordpa^ < ...< ordpa^.
Then
W(P) = Z (ordp a - (i—1)).
Thus, W (P) > 0 implies that ordpa^ > i - 1  for some i.
This in turn implies ordpOg _> 9-
Assume PeXg^ng . Suppose that Q e tt ^(P), where 
it: X -> X is the normalization of X. Pick a Q e it ^(P) 
and a basis a^,...,cr of H^(X,to) which satisfies
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ordga^ < ... < ordgOg. We note that by proposition 
2.21, W(P) > 0 implies g > 1.
If P is cuspidal, then for all t  e  mpcop , ord^x _> 2. 
Therefore, ord^c^ 2, and so ord^a^ >_ i for i= 2,...,g. 
In particular,
ordQog > g.
If P is not cuspidal, let Q / R e it ^(P). Pick a generator 
t of and put a =f x. Since ord^f > g-1 > 1, f emT1.p g g Q g — — g p
Therefore, by remark 2.1, (5), ord f 21 Thus,k g
ordpCg = ordpfg > ordQfg + ordRfg > g.
(2) ^ (3): Let x generate wp and suppose that
a = fx s H°(X,co) satisfies ordp a >_ g. It follows
that E ordgf 21 g, and so 
Q e t t   ̂(P)
g > E ordQf=dim(j: (0p/f0p) =dimg (c)p/fOp)
Q e t t - 1  (P)
(by proposition 2.6).
As a result, proposition 2.7 implies that there is 
an (?p-ideal J such that feJ and dim^Op/J = g. Call I 
the ideal sheaf with support P defined by Ip = J. By 
proposition 2.18, 7 is coherent. Let Z be the subscheme 
defined by I. Clearly d(Z) = g, and <j e H ^ ( X ,  7 ® g o ) .
Thus, H°(X,I®o)) + 0. By theorem 2.3 therefore, 
dim^Hom(I ,0X) >_ 2, and so Z is 1-special.
(3) :► (4) : This is clear.
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(4) ^ (1): We note that proposition 2.20 implies g > 1.
By corollary 2.7 therefore, W(P) > 0 for all pexsing*
Hence we assume PeXreg
Suppose that t generates mp and that (Z ,1) is a
1-special subscheme of X with support P satisfying
d(Z) = m £ g. By theorem 2.3,
dim^H^ (X, I©w) g + 1 - m
Since PeX I = t11̂ .  Put d = g + 1 - m. Suppose thatreg, P y
0Tl' •••' Td are H nearly independent elements of H (X,0&u))
satisfying ordp < ... < ordp t .̂ Since e tm wp ,
it follows that ord^T, > m and hence that ord_,T, > g.P I — P d —
Now suppose that c.. , ...,a is a basis for H^(X,w) 
satisfying ck = for some i and ordpcr̂ < ... < ordpo^. 
Thus,
W(P) = £ (ordpOj - (j — 1) ) >_ ordp (Td) - i > 0
Definition: We say that P is a Weierstrass point of X
if P satisfies any one and hence all four of the condi­
tions of theorem 3.1.
Remarks 3.1.
(1) If X is nonsingular, then there is a one to one 
correspondence between proper closed subschemes Z or X 
with support P and degree n and divisors nP. Thus, 
theorem 3.1 reduces to theorem 1.2.
(2) If g is 0 or 1, then by proposition 2.21 none 
of the points of X are Weierstrass points.
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(3) If g > 1, then by corollary 2.7 all of the singular 
points of X are Weierstrass points.
Example 3.1. Let X be a rational curve of arithmetic 
genus g with xsj_ng consisting of g cusps P^,...,P .
By proposition 2.12, W(P^) >^(g+l)(g-l) for i = l,...,g.
Since W(P) 0 for all PeX, and since 1 W(P) = (g+l)g(g-l)
PeX
it follows that
W(Pi) = (g+1) (g-1) for i = l,...,g, and 
W(R) = 0  for all ReXreg
Proposition 3.1. For all positive integers g there exist 
Gorenstein curves of arithmetic genus g with no nonsin­
gular Weierstrass points.
Proof: This follows from example 3.1.
Example 3.2. Let X be a nonsingular curve of genus at
least one, and let and Q2 be elements of X which are
not Weierstrass points. Identify and Q2 to make a
node P, and call the resulting Gorenstein curve X. Let
g denote the arithmetic genus of X. We note that X .3 3 sing =
{P}. By proposition 2.16,
W(P) = g (g-1) + W(Q1) + W(Q2) = g (g-1) .
Since g>l, g(g-1)< (g-1)g(g+1). It follows that X has 
nonsingular Weierstrass Points. In particular, for all 
g 2i 2, there exist singular Gorenstein curves of arith­
metic genus g with nonsingular Weierstrass points.
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We now consider nonsingular Weierstrass points on 
Gorenstein curves. In this case we will show that the 
theory is much the same as the classical theory.
Definition: Let (Z,Z) be a proper closed subscheme of
X. Put.
1 (Z) = dim^Hom(I,0^).
i(Z) = dim^H^(X, I®oj) .
Remark 3.2. For PeXr let t generate mp. Then if (Z,I) 
is the subscheme of degree j and support {P}, I = t-̂ 0 . 
Thus, for all j there is exactly one subscheme with 
support {P} and degree equal to j.
Proposition 3.2. For PeX^^ , put (Z ̂ , I j) equal to the 
subscheme with support P and degree j. Then, with 
-it: X+X the normalization of X,
(1) For all j _> 2g - 1, i(Z.) = 0,
(2) 1 (Zj) < K Z j+1) < 1 (Z j) +1,
(3) 1(Z_.) = 1(Z_.+1) if and only if i(Z_.+1) + 1 = i(Zj),
(4) l(Zj) + 1 = l(Zj+ )̂ if and only if there is an
fer(X-P,Qv) satisfying ord f = — (j — 1),
A  TT ( p )
(5) i(Zj+ )̂ + 1 = i(Z_.) if and only if there is a 
aeH^(X,co) satisfying ordpc = j.
Proof: Let t generate mp .
(1) Given a nonzero aeH^(X, I j®w) , then a e t^ iop 
and so ordpa >̂ j. Since ordpa_<2g-2, (1) now follows.
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(2) This follows from the long exact cohomology se­
quence derived from the exact sequence
0 -> Hom(I.,0..) Horn (I . +1, 0V ) -* H -> 0] X j X
where H is the sheaf with support P defined by 
Hp = tj 0p/t3 + 1 l)p .
(3) This now follows from (2) and theorem 2.3.
(4) We note that Hom^ (1^,0^) = t (4) now
follows easily from this observation.
(5) We note that (I .®oj) = t^w . (5) now follows3 P p
easily from this observation.
Remark 3.3. It follows that for PeX there are g-----------  reg ^
integers
1 < nu < ... < m < 2g-l - 1 g -
such that 1 (Z ) = 1 (Z ) (here Z_ = X) .m . m . . 0l l-l
Definition: The sequence m., ..., m defined above is
called the Weierstrass gap sequence (or gap sequence) 
for P. The nu are called the Weierstrass gaps (or 
gaps) for P .
The following proposition follows easily from 
proposition 3.1.
Proposition 3.3. Suppose that PeX^.^ has Weierstrass 
gap sequence m^, . . . /in . Then
(1) The nongaps for P form a semigroup under addition.
(2) W(P) = Z(m±-i).
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Proposition 3.4. For pexreg suppose that l<b^<...<b ^
are the first g-1 nongaps for P. Then 
g-1
E b . >_ g (g-1) .
j=l D
Furthermore, equality holds if and only if b^ = 2.
Proof: Since the nongaps for P form a semigroup, the
proof of this proposition is the same as the proof in 
[F-K, III.5.7] .
Corollary 3.1. For P£Xreg, W(P) £ Jsg(g-l), with 
equality if and only if b ^ =2.
Proof:
g-1 5-1 g
W(P) = Z(m.-i) = Z i = Z b. - Z i.
1 i=i j=i J i=i
Thus,
W(P) £ (2g-l) g - g (g-1) -%g(g+l) =%g(g-l).
Moreover, we have equality if and only if b^ = 2 by 
proposition 3.4.
Section 2. Principal Subschemes
In this section we define principal subschemes.
We demonstrate that (non-principal) subschemes are 
essential to the thoery of Weierstrass points on Goren­
stein curves; and we prove that theorem 1.4 does 
not generalize to Gorenstein curves.
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Definition; We call a proper closed subscheme (Z,I) 
of X principal if I is an invertible sheaf.
Proposition 3.5. Let P be a point on a Gorenstein curve 
X of arithmetic genus g. Then
(1) P is a Weierstrass point of X if and only if there 
is an ideal Ip of Op satisfying dim^ (Op/Ip) <_ g and 
such that for some nonconstant f e r (X-P,0X ), f Ip c 0p .
(2) There is a principal 1-special subscheme with 
support P and degree at most g if and only if there
is an h e Op satisfying 0 < ordph <_ g, and an
f e r (X-p, 0X) such that fh e 0p .
(3) There is a morphism <j> :X -> HP"*- of degree at most
g satisfying <J> '̂ (<f>('P)) = {p } if and only if there is
an h e Q , satisfying 0 < ord„h < g, and an f £ (X-P,0V) i. ir X
such that fh is a unit of 0p .
Proof:
(1) and (2): For (Z,I) a subscheme with support P, we
note that f£Hom(Z,Ov) if and only if f £ T (x-P/0 ) andX  X
f Ip c Op. Both (1) and (2) follow from this statement 
and proposition 2.18.
(3): Suppose that cf> :XIP'*' is a morphism of degree
d <_ g satisfying <j> 1 (cf>(P)) = {p). By performing a 
projective change of coordinates on 3P̂  if necessary, 
we may assume that 4>(P) = 00. Put f = 4> | x - P .  Then it
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follows that f e F(X-P, 0x) and f "'"e 0p . Put h = f-1. 
Then by the construction of f, 0 < ordph _< g, and fh is 
a unit in t)p .
Conversely, assume that there is an h e 0p satisfy­
ing 0 < ord h £ g, and an f e r(x-P,0 ) such that fhir X
is a unit in 0p . Note that this implies that f 0 
and that ordpf 1 = d g. Clearly f gives rise to a 
morphism cp: X-P ■+ $ of degree d with associated field 
homomorphism 9: (fc(T) K(X) defined by 0(T) = f. 
cp will extend to the required morphism <p: x 3P1 if 
it can be established that
e(cf[ 1/t ] (1/T)) c op
Since 0(1/T) = f 1, and f 1 £ 0p , 0(Cf[l/T]) £ 0p .
Thus it suffices to show that for all ae (f - 0,
0 ( (1 ~ a/T) _1) = (1 - af-1) e 0p
Clearly f mp , and so for some positive integer
“ 1 XI ” 1 ” 1n, (f ) e c . Further, '£ e implies that f e mp
for all K e  tt (P) . Thus, (1-af is a unit in 0K
-i _ifor all R ett (P) . In particular, (1-af ) is a unit
of 0 . Since
1 - (af-1)n = (1-af-1) (1+ (af-1) + ... + (af-1)n-1), 
(1-af-1)-1(l-(af-1)n) = 1 +  (af-1) + ... + (af-1)n-1 ,
and so
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(1-af-1)-1= (1-af-1)-1 (af-1)n + 1+ (af-1) + ... +
/ jr“ l » n - l(af )
Now 1 + (af 1) + ... + (af 1)n 1 e 0p . Further, (f 1 ) n e cp 
and (1-af 1) 1 e 0p imply that (1-af 1) ^ a f -1)11 e 0 . 
Therefore, (1-af 1) 1 e 0p .
Corollary 3.2. There exists a morphism <p: X -* nP1 of 
degree d satisfying (j> 1 (4>(P)) = IP}, if and only if 
there exists an f e T(X-P, 0x) such that f 1 e 0p , 
and ordpf 1 = d.
Proof: This follows from the proof of proposition
3.5, (3).
Proposition 3.6. Let X be a Gorenstein curve of arith­
metic genus g. Consider the following statements about
P e X .
(A) There is a nonconstant morphism <J>:X ■+ IP1 of 
degree at most g satisfying <j> 1 ( cJj (P) ) = IP}.
(B) There is a principal 1-special subscheme with 
support P and degree at most g.
(C) P is a Weierstrass point of X.
Then
(i) For all PeX, (A) *  (B) * (C)
(ii) For PeXreg , (A) « (B) « (C).
Proof:
(i) Since (B) * (C) is clear, it suffices to show
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(A) * (B) .
Suppose that <p :X ->■ nP̂  is a morphism of degree at 
most g satisfying <|> (̂<I>(P)) = {P}. By proposition
3.5, (3) there is an h e 0p such that 0 < ordph <_ g, 
and such that for some f e r(X-P, 0v), hf is a unit in 
0p . Let (Z, I) be the principal subscheme with support 
P defined by h. Then d(Z) = ordpf £ g, and since 
f e Hom(I, 0 ), Z is 1-special.X
(ii) It suffices to show that for PeXr , (C) ^ (A) .
Suppose there is a 1-special subscheme (Z,I) with sup­
port P and degree at most g. Pick a nonconstant element 
f of Hom(I,0v). Then f £ 0 . Since P is nonsingular,X  ir
Op is a discrete valuation ring. Thus f £ 0p implies 
that f 0 . Furthermore, f'l-, c 0 impliesir ir ' ir
ordpf  ̂_< d(Z) £ g. Consequently, (ii) follows from 
proposition 3.6, (3).
q.e.d.
We shall now establish that in general, (C) does 
not imply (B), and (B) does not imply (A). Thus, 
theorem 1.4 does not generalize to arbitrary Gorenstein 
curves, and non-principal subschemes are an essential 
part of the theory.
Example 3.3. This is a counterexample to (B) =► (A).
Let Y be a nonsingular hyperelliptic curve of genus 3, 
and let QeY be a Weierstrass point. Let h be an element
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of r (Y-Q, Oq) satisfying ord^h = -2. We note that if
f e T (Y-Q, Oq ) satisfies ord^f >_ -6, then
2 3f = a^ + a£h + a^h + a^h with a^ e <p for i = l,2,3,4.
Finally, suppose teK(Y) satisfies
ord^t = 1, and t3h = 1+bt+kt3 where be<{3 — { 0 } and 
k e 0Q .
2(Note that if seK(X) satisfies ord^s = 1 and ord^fs h-1)
2> 1, then we may put t = s + s .)
We now construct a Gorenstein curve X of arithmetic
genus 7 and normalization Y as follows. X . = {P} ̂ sing
with P cuspidal, X-P s Y-Q, and
0p = p + t 3([: + t 3 /h(p + t 6(p + t 8oQ.
Q
We note that cp = t Oq . Thus, np = 8 and Sp = 4,
so X is Gorenstein.
Let (Z,I) be the principal subscheme with support
P defined by t3/h. Then ordgt3/]! = 5 implies d(Z) = 5.
Since h e r(Y-Q, 0y) = r(X-P,Ox) and h(t3/h) = t3e 0p ,
h is a nonconstant element of Horn(1,0 ). Therefore,X
Z is 1-special and so P satisfies (B).
By proposition 3.5, (3), to show that P does not
satisfy (A), it suffices to show that there does not
exist a nonconstant f e r(X-P,0 ) which satisfiesX
ordgf >_ -7 and f  ̂ e 0p . Assume that such an f exists. 
We note that
ord^f = -2,-4,-7 implies f  ̂ t 0p ,
It follows that ord^f = -6, and so we may assume 
o nf = h + c„h + c, h + c. with c . e (t for i = 0,l,2.2 1 0  l r
But,
h = (1 + bt + kt2)/t2,
so
f = (1 + 3b2t + k-̂ t2)/t^ with k^ e 0^.
As a result,
f  ̂= t^(1 - 3b2t + k2 t2) with k2 e 0 .
On the other hand, f  ̂ e 0 implies that
(f '*'-t^)e Op. But b M  implies that -3b2 ^ 0, and 
“1 6so ordg(f -t ) = 7. This is impossible for an
element of 0 , so no such f exists.
Example 3.4. This is a counterexample to (C) =► (B).
Suppose that Y is a Gorenstein curve of arithmetic 
genus two with and Q^ nonsingular Weierstrass points 
of Y. We now construct a Gorenstein curve X from Y 
by identifying and to make a node P. That is,
X is a curve of arithmetic genus 3 with P e X a node 
such that 0: Y-*X is the partial normalization at P 
and 0 ■̂(P) = {Q^,Q2)- Since Y has arithmetic genus two 
and and are Weierstrass points of Y, for i = l,2 
there is a a^eH^(Y,Wy) satisfying
Suppose i e H°(X,oix) generates to. Write ck = f^T
where e 0p . It follows that t , op, is a basis
for H^(X,to ), and that X
ord f . = 3 and ordn f • = 1  for i ^ j . 
i j
Thus, given a e H^(X,ojx) with a = fx for f e d ,  
there are four possibilities.
(1) ordn f = 0 and ordn f = 0
U1 2
(2) ord f = 1 and ord f = 1gl g2(*)
(3) °rcU f - 3 and ord f = 1
U1 2
(4) ordn f = 1 and ord f = 3
U1 2
For h e m p let I be the invertible ideal sheaf with
support P defined by h.
Assume ordph = 2. Clearly this implies
ord h = ord h = 1.
U1 2
Thus, given a nonzero aeH®(X, I ® to ) such thatX
a = hk t for k e C)p , since k e mp implies ord k 1
i
for i = l,2, the conditions (*) imply that k is a unit 
in 0p . Hence, dim^H^ (X, I®iox) = 1. Therefore theorem 
2.3 implies that h does not define a 1-special subscheme.
Assume ordph =3. We note that without loss of 
generality we may further assume
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ord h = 2 and ordn h = 1.
U1 2
Pick a e H^(X, I®u)v) and write a = qhx for q e .A  Jr
Clearly the conditions (*) imply that q e only if
q = 0. Thus, H^(X, I®io ) = 0, and so theorem 2.3A
implies that h does not define a 1-special subscheme.
As a result, X does not have a principal 1-special 
subscheme with degree at most 3 and support P. So P 
does not satisfy (B). Since P is a singular point,
P does satisfy (C).
We shall now establish that for 6p = 1, the example 
above is the only counterexample to (C) (B).
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that X has arithmetic genus g
greater than one, that PeX . satisfies 6_ = 1, and3 sxng P
that 0: Y X is the partial normalization at P.
(1) If P is a cusp then there is a morphism <j> : X ]P̂
of degree at most g satisfying tj> 1 (4>(P)) = {P}.
(2) If P is a node with 0 ^(P) = {Q^,Q2} and
and C>2 are not both Weierstrass points of Y, then there 
is a morphism $ : X ->■ nP"*- of degree at most g satisfying 
(J)"1 (CJ) (P) ) = {P}.
(3) If P is a node, then there is a principal 1-special 
subscheme with support P and degree at most g, unless
g = 3 and 0 ^(P) consists of two Weierstrass points of Y. 
Proof:
(1) P is a cusp with 0 ^(P) = {Q}. Since Y has
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arithmetic genus g-1, by theorem 2,3 there is a 
nonconstant her(Y-Q,0 ) = F(X-P,0 ) satisfyingJL X
-1 > ord^h >_ -g. Since ord^l/h >_ 2 and P is a cusp, 
1/h e Op. By proposition 3.5, (3), (1) now follows.
(2) Assume is not a Weierstrass point of Y. Call 
(Z,I) the principal subscheme of Y with support 
^®1'®2^ degree g defined by
dim(t (C?Q1/IQ1) = g_1 and dim(fc(0Q2/IQ2) = 1 '
(Note that such a Z exists by proposition 2.9.) Since
dim(p(0Y/I) = g, by theorem 2.3 there is a nonconstant
heHom(I,0 ). If ord h >_ 0, then the definition of 
1 U1
I implies ord h = -1. Since g-1 # 0, this is impos- 
2
sible. Thus ord h < 0. If ord h 0, then the
U1 2
definition of I implies that 0 > ordn h -g. But this
yl
contradicts the fact that Q. is not a Weierstrass1
point of Y. So, for i = 1,2, ord h < 0. Since P
i
is a node, this implies that 1/h c 0p . (2) now
follows from proposition 3.5, (3)
(3) We note that (2) and example 3.4 together imply 
that (3) is true for g £ 3. As a result, we assume 
that g >_ 4 and that 0 d (P) = {Q^,Q2} with and
Q2 both Weierstrass points of Y. Suppose that t gen­
erates w_, and that a,, .... a is a basis for P 1 ' g
H^(X,w) with = f^T for i = 1, ..., g satisfying
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orcL f, < ... < orcL. f and ord^ f. ^ ord^ f.Q1 1 Q1 ^ Q2 i Q2 1
for i  ^  j.
Note that a Weierstrass point implies that or^Q fg>.g-
Case (1) Assume there is a a e H^(X,w) with a = sx
satisfying
ord s >_ g and ord s > 1. 
gl 2
Pick f e  0 satisfying ord f = g-1 and ord = 1. p y 2
(By proposition 2.9 such an f exists.) Let (Z,I) be 
the principal subscheme with support P defined by f.
Then d(Z) = g and aeH^(X, I®oo) . By theorem 2.3,
Z is 1-special.
Case (2) Assume ord_ f , _> g. Then for some a,be (t,y 2̂ g-j-
a = aa + ba •, satisfies a = sx and g g -L
ordn s _> g and ordn s > 1.
U1 2
Thus, we have reduced to case 1.
Case (3) Assume ord f , = g-1. By case (1) we mayy x g--*-
assume ord f =1. Then for some a,b e (t, a =  a a „q 2 g ^ g
+ ba n satisfies a = sx and g-1
ord s = g-1 and ordn s = 1 
U1 2
Let (Z,I) be the principal subscheme with support P
defined by s. Then d(Z) = g and a e H^(X, I®u>) . So
Z is 1-special by theorem 2.3.
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Case (4) We have reduced to
ord^ f. = i - 1  for 1 < i < g-1, and ord^ f =1.Qi 1 - - Q2 g
Note that by reversing the roles of and Q2 we may 
assume that for some j ord^ f^ = 2. Let a = fx satisfy
ord f. = 2 and ordn f is maximal.
2 3 yl
Let (Z,I) be the principal subscheme with support P
defined by f. Then d(Z) = 2 + (i-1) = i + 1. By
remark 1.1, (2) ord f = ord f. for some i, and by
yl yl 1
our assumptions i ^ g. Therefore, a, •••# ag-l
are linearly independent elements of H^(X, I®w), so 
dim^H^fX, 100)) ^ g-i. By theorem 2.3, Z is 1-special.
Example 3.5. Let Y be a nonsingular hyperelliptic
curve of arithmetic genus 4n-l. Let and Q2 be
Weierstrass points of Y. By corollary 1.2, for i = l,2
there is an f . e F(Y-Q., 0y) satisfying ordQ f. = -2.
i
Let X be the genus 4n curve defined by PeX . is aJ sing
node and 6: Y -> X is the partial normalization at P 
with 0 1 (P) = {Q1,Q2} . Put f = (f^f2)n . Then
f e r (X-P,0V) , f  ̂ e C> , and ord f = 4n. By propositionA  ir ir
3.5, (3) there is a morphism tj): x -> 3P̂  of degree equal 
to 4n satisfying <j> 1 (4>(P)) = {P}. Therefore there 
exist nodes P with 0 ^(P) consisting of two Weierstrass 
points for which (A) holds.
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Example 3.6. We now construct a Gorenstein curve X 
of arithmetic genus 5, with ReX a node which does not 
satisfy (A). Thus the node of example 3.4 is not the 
only node which does not satisfy (A).
We note that Y below is in fact constructed in [F-K, 
VII.3.4]. Let Y be the nonsingular curve of genus 
four defined by the equation
w3 = z (z-1) (z-A-^ 2 (z—A.2 ) 2 2 >
where for i = 1,2,3 the A.'s are distinct elements ofx
- 0, and z and w are nonconstant rational functions.
We note that the equation above defines a morphism
(p: Y -v with cj) ^(0) = P and cp "*"(Â ) = Q as two
points of total ramification for cj). Thus,
ord^z = 0 and ordpz = 3,
ord^fz-A^ = 3 and ordp (z-A1) = 0,
ord^w = 2 and ordpw = 1,
ordgdz = 2 and ordpdz = 2, and
ord^(z-A.) = 0 and ord-.fz-A.) = 0 for i # 1.Q i P i
Put,
ct1 = (z-A1)2 (z-A2) (z-A3)dz/w2, 
o2 = (z-A1)dz/w,
2
g 3 = z(z-A1) (z-A2) (z-A^)dz/w , 
o4 = zdz/w
We note that a-̂ , a2, a3, a4, are elements of H°(Y,wY).
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(For details see [F-K,VII.3.4]. Furthermore,
ord = 4 and ordpCr-L = 0,
ordQa 2 = 3 and ordpa 2 = 1,
°rdQa 3 = 1 and ordpQ^ = 3, and
ordQ°4 = ° and ordPa4 = 4-
Since ordpa-^ < • •. < ordpa^ , it follows that o-̂ , a2'
a^r c^r form a basis for H° (Y,ojy) .
We now identify P and Q to form a node R on a curve
X of arithmetic genus 5.
Suppose that T Qe H (X,co ) gener-
ates ojp. Then t , °1' a 2 r cr3, o4 form a basis for
H° (X,m ). For i X = 1, 2,3,4 write = f . Then
ordQfi = 5 and ordpf1 = 1,
ord f = 4 and ordpf2 = 2'x ^
(*)
°rdQf3 = 2 and ordpf  ̂ = 4, and
°rdQf4 = 1 and ordpf4 = 5-
Assume there is a morphism : X -* of degree at
most 5 satisfying (\jj (R) ) = {R}. By proposition 3.5,
(3), there is an h c r (X-R,0x) satisfying h- 1 e 0R ,
ordph < 0, ord^h < o, and -5 < ordRh + ord^h. Put
f = h "*■, ordpf = a, and ord^f = b. We also note that 
f defines a principal 1-special subscheme of X with 
support P of degree a + b. Call this subscheme (Z,I). 
By theorem 2.3, dim H®(X,I®co) >. 6 - (a+b).
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Case (1) (a,b) = (1,1),
This case is impossible since Y is not hyperelliptic.
Case (2) (a,b) = (2,1).
Then dim H^(X,I®ojv) >3. On the other hand suppose
that a = kx is a nonzero element of H^(X,I®wv). ThenX
(*) implies either
ordpk = 2 and ord^k = 1 or ordpk = 4 and ord^k = 2. 
Thus dim^H0 (X,I®wx) £ 2, and so (a,b) / (2,1).
Case (3) (a,b) = (3,1).
Then dim H°(X,I®cav.) >2. On the other hand suppose
that a = kx is a nonzero element of H^(X,I®ojv). ThenX
(*) implies
ordpk = 4 and ord^k = 2.
Therefore, dim H^(X,I®ojx) £ 1, and so (a,b) ^ (3,1).
Case (4) (a,b) = (1,2), (1,3), or (2,2).
Using methods similar to those of cases (2) and (3), 
it follows that this case is impossible.
Case (5) (a,b) = (4,1) or (1,4).
In this case (*) implies that dim H^(X,I®u)v) < 1, and
so by theorem 2.3 and our assumptions on f,
dim Horn (I,0 ) = 2.X
On the other hand, (*) implies that P and Q both 
have gap sequences equal to 1,2,4,5. Thus there are 
kp ,kQ e r(X-R,0x) satisfying
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ordpkp = -3, ordpkQ = 0, ordQkp = 0, and ordQkQ = -3.
Since one of kpf or k^f is in Op, it follows that one 
of kp or k^ is in Hom(I,0Y). But, by our assumptions, 
f  ̂e Horn (I ,0^) . But this implies that dim^Hom (I ,0^) =3. 
Thus, (a,b) ^ (4,1) or (1,4).
Since no such f can be defined, R cannot satisfy
(A) .
For the final result of this section, we consider 
a partial converse to (A) ^ (B).
Proposition 3.7. Let Y be an integral projective
curve of arithmetic genus at least two such that for
some PeY there is a principal 1-special subschemesing
(Z,I) with support P and degree equal to two. Then 
there is a morphism of degree two <t>: Y -> HP̂  satis­
fying <j> 1 (<MP)) = {Pi.
Proof: Write = f O . Then there is a nonconstant
h e  r (Y-P,0 ) which satisfies h f £ 0 p . Clearly,
0 £ ordpfh < ordpf =2. It follows that ordpfh = 0
or 1. But fh e (?_ and PeY . imply that ord^fh ^ 1.P sing P
Thus, ordpfh = 0, and so fh is a unit in 0p . Using 
the proof of proposition 3.5, (3), one shows that this 
implies that there is a morphism 4>:Y IP'*' of degree
two satisfying <f> "̂ ( ̂ (P) ) = {P}.
Section 3; Quasi-Hyperelliptic Curves
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In this section we consider quasi-hyperelliptic 
curves. We prove that all quasi-hyperelliptic curves 
are Gorenstein; and we prove that a Gorenstein 
curve is quasi-hyperelliptic if and only if it has a 
degree two 1-special proper closed subscheme.
Definition: An integral projective curve Y is quasi-
hyperelliptic if there exists a morphism of degree two 
$: Y -+■ IP1 .
A point P of Y is called a quasi-hyperelliptic point 
if there exists a morphism of degree two i/j : Y -* 3P̂  
satisfying \p 1 (ip (P) ) = {P}.
Definition: Let Y be an integral projective curve
and let PeYsing* We call p a singularity of type I, 
if for some f e 0p and some positive integer n
0p = (p + f(j: + . . .  + f n-1(j: + f n0p.
Now let P be a type I singularity, and let tt ; Y ->• Y be 
the normalization of Y. If tt ^(P) consists of two 
points, we call P a singularity of type IA. If tt  ̂(P) 
consists of one point, we call P a singularity of 
type IB.
Proposition 3.8. Suppose that for some f e 0 ,
0p = <p + f<p + ... + fn-1(p + fn0p .
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Then P is a Gorenstein singularity if and only if 
ordpf = 2. Consequently, all type I Gorenstein singu­
larities are either of type IA or type IB.
Proof: The first statement follows from
np = (ordpf)n and 6p = 2n.
Since ordpf = 2 implies that the preimage of P in the 
normalization consists of at most two points, the 
second statement follows from the first.
Remark 3.4. If PeY . satisfies 6_ = 1, then ---------------  sing P
0 = C + f 0 , where f generates c in 0-. Thus, PP ' P P P
is a singularity of type IA or type IB.
Proposition 3.9. P is a type I Gorenstein singularity 
if and only if for some f e d ,  ordpf = 2.
Proof: If P is a type I Gorenstein singularity then
for some f £ 0 ,
6p_l 5p ~0p = <p + f<p + . . .  + f  X(p + f Op.
By proposition 3.8, ordpf = 2.
Conversely, suppose that there is an f e 0p
satisfying ordpf = 2. Let h generate cp in 0p . Call
d the smallest integer such that f e cp . Then for
some R E it ^(P), (here tt is the normalization),
j  1 •
ord^f < ord_,h. Thus, ord-.f-1 < ord^h for 0 < j < d-1. K K K K —  —
d “ 1As a result, the images of l,f,....f in Op/Cp are 
linearly independent. Thus, 
np - 6p = dim^Op/Cp > d.
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By proposition 2.2, np <_ 26p , so {p > d. On the 
other hand let
a = <p + f £ + ... + f'd~1^ + f dcTp .
By proposition 3.8, it suffices to show that A = 0p . 
Since f e cp , A £ 0p , and so >_ 6p . But 6A = d <_ 6 .
Therefore 6, = 6~, so A = 0 .A  P P
Proposition 3.10. Let Y be an integral projective
curve such that there is a degree two morphism (p : Y ■+ jp\
Then for all PeY . , $ (cJj (P) ) = {P}.sing
Proof: Pick P e Ysj_ng* BY performing a projective
change of coordinates on 3P̂  if necessary, we may
assume that <MP) = 0. Let 0: (f:(T)->- K(Y) be the
associated field homomorphism with 0 (T) = h. Since
.<t> (P) = 0, hemp . Thus ordph >_ 2. Since tj) has degree
2, it follows that ord h = 2, and hence that h £ mP R
for all ReY-P. Thus, <J>-1 (<j> (P) ) = {P} .
Corollary 3.3. Let Y be a quasi-hyperelliptic curve. 
Then Y is Gorenstein.
Proof: Pick P e Y .  . Let <j> : Y -> JP"*" be a morphismsing ^
of degree two. By proposition 3.10, <j> ^(<MP)) = {P}- 
But this implies that there is an her(Y-P,0Y) satis­
fying h ^e Op and ordph  ̂= 2. The corollary now 
follows from proposition 3.9.
Corollary 3.4. Let X be a quasi-hyperelliptic curve
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and let xs-j_ng* Then P is a singularity of type IA 
or type IB.
Proof: The corollary follows from corollary 3.3 and
proposition 3.8.
Remarks 3.5. We assume P is a'.type I singularity on a 
Gorenstein curve X with
<5 p _ p  ^ P  ~0 = <p + f<p + . . .  + f <p + f 0
for some fe 0 . Then there is a sequence of morphisms 
Y. -y Y 1 -y Y.U l 6 p
of Gorenstein curves, and for i >_ 1, a sequence of 
points P^ such that
(1) Y„ = X,
6P
(2) Yq ->■ X is the partial normalization at P,
(3) P = P,
6P
(4) Pi " Pi+1
(5) 0p = <p + f<p + ... + f1_1p + f1^ .
In particular, for i = l,...,6p , the point P^ is a
type I singularity. Finally we note that if I is the
ideal sheaf of X with support P defined by 
Ip = {he 0p ; ordph >_ 2i + 2} .
where 0 <_ i <_ 5p-l, then YV is the blowing-up of X
with respect to I.
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Proposition 3.11. Suppose that X is a Gorenstein curve
of arithmetic genus g, and that PeXs^ng is a bYPe 1
singularity. Put Y = and Q = P̂  where
Yr , and P. , are as in remarks 3.5. Assume 6„ > 1.6p-l op-l P
Let
w (P) = 6pg (g-i) + b,
w(Q) = (6p-i) (g-D (g-2) + c.
Then
(1) if P is of type IA, then b = c,
(2) if P is of type IB, then b = c + g-1.
Proof: Let ir: X + X be the normalization of X. Suppose
that teK(X) satisfies ord t = 1 for all R e tt ^(P). LetK
a1, •••/ ag_i be a basis for H0 (Y,ujy). Let f be as 
in remarks 3.5, and for i = 1, ..., g-1 write
a. = k. (dt/f P "*") with k. e 0 . Let x e H^(X,iov)1 1  i y X
generate oo and write a. = f.x for f. e t) and3 X , P i r  l P
i = 1, ..., g-1. Then j • ••/ aa_i a basis
0  ̂Pfor H (X,tov) . We note that T = h(dt/f ) where h isX
a unit in 0_, and that f. = fh ^k.. By remarks 3.5 and P l l
proposition 2.11,
W(P) = 6pg(g-l) + Z ordRWt (h-1,h“1f1,...,h-1fg_1),
ReTT-1(P)
W(Q) = (6p-l) (g-1) (g-1) + Z ordRWt (kp,...,kg_1).
Rett"1 (P)
We now fix Ren ^(P) and assume ord^k, < ... < ord^k ..R 1 R g-1
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Then
ordRWt (h_1, h-1f1, h_1fg_1) -
ordRWt (l,f1, fg_1) (h is a unit in 0~p) =
ordRWt (l,h”1fk1, h 1fkg_1) =
g_1 -1 E (ord (h xfk.) - i) =
i=l R 1
g-1
(g-1)ord f + E (ord k. - (i-1)) - (g-1) =
R i=l R 1
(g-1)(ordRf-l) + ordRWt (k1, kg_x).
If P is of type IA, then ord f = 1 for all Ren ■*■(?).I\
If P is of type IB, then ord f = 2 for tt ^(P) = {R} .R,
As a result, equation (*) establishes the proposition.
Corollary 3.5. Let P be a type IA singularity with 
0: X the partial normalization at P and 0 ■*"(?) =
iQ1/Q2}- Then
w(P) = Spg(g-D + w(Q1) + w (q 2).
Proof: The corollary follows from propositions 2.16
and 3.11 and induction on 6p .
Corollary 3.6. Let P be a type IB singularity with
0: X^ -*■ X the partial normalization at P and 0 ^(P) = {Q} .
Then
W(P) = <5pg(g-l) + Js(2g - 6p - 1) 6p + W(Q) .
Proof: The corollary follows from propositions 2.16
and 3.11 and induction on 6 .
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Proposition 3.12. Let X be a quasi-hyperelliptic curve 
of arithmetic genus g. The following statements are 
equivalent for PeXreg*
(1) There is an he r(X-P,0 ) satisfying ord h = -2.X ir
(2) W(P) = Jsg(g-l)
(3) P is a quasi-hyperelliptic point.
Proof:
(1) ® (2): This follows from corollary 3.1.
(2) ^ (3): This follows from proposition 3.5,(3).
Proposition 3.13. Let X be a quasi-hyperelliptic curve 
of arithmetic genus g, and let PeXs^ng a singularity
of type IB. Then
w(p) = (6p + H) <3 (g-i)
Proof: Let 0: Y -* X be the partial normalization at P
with 0 ^(P) = {Q} . Let (j>: X -»■ np̂" be a morphism of
degree two, and put ip = 4>o0. Then ijj: Y -> 3P̂  is a
morphism of degree two and \p ^ (ip (Q) ) = {Q} . By propo­
sition 3.12,therefore, W(Q) = % (g-6p) (g-6p-l) . By 
corollary 3.6,
W(P) = 5pg(g-1) + h (2g - 6p-l)6p + h (g-6p) (g-6p-l) =
<spg(g-i) + h (g-i) 6p + h (g-<sp ) (g-i) =
(6pg + + h(g-Sp )) (g-l) = (Sp + Js)g(g-i) .
Remark 3.6. Let : X •+• 3P̂  be a morphism of degree two,
let tt : X + X be the normalization of X, and let o tt .
Then X and X are quasi-hyperelliptic. Let A^,...,A^
be the points of X which satisfy \p (̂iJj(Â )) = {A^} 
for i  = 1, ... d. Put V = { tt (Â ) , . . . ,tt (Â ) } , put 
equal to the set of type IB Weierstrass points of
X, and put equal to the set of nonsingular quasi-
hyperelliptic points of X. Clearly, the fact that P 
is a nonsingular quasi-hyperelliptic point of X implies 
that ir ^(P) is a nonsingular quasi-hyperelliptic 
point of X. Thus, by propositions 3.10 and 3.12,
V = V;L u v 2.
Proposition 3.14. Let X be a quasi-hyperelliptic 
curve of arithmetic genus g at least two.
(1) If p£xreg is a Weierstrass point then W(P) = Jsg(g-1).
(2) If ReXs^ng i-s a singularity of type IA, then W(R) = 
6Rg(g-1)*
Proof: Let tt : X -»• X be the normalization of X, and let
g 1 be the genus of X. Let ip : X ->- 3P"*- be a morphism
of degree two, and let tp = (p oir. Then \p: x -+ 3P̂  is
a morphism of degree two. By proposition 1.15 there 
are 2g' + 2 points of X, A^ for i = 1, ..., 2g'+2 
such that ip (ijj (Â ) ) = {A^}. Put tt (Â ) = P^, and 
assume that P^, ..., Pn are the singularities of type 
IB on X. Note that <p ^(<p(P^)) = f°r i = 1/ •••/
2g' +2. By propositions 3.12 and 3.13 therefore,
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2g' +2 n
Z W(P±) = Z 5p g(g-l) + (2g'+2) (3sg(g-l) . 
i=l i=l i
Let be the singularities of type IA on X.
By corollary 3.5, for i = 1, ..., m, W(R.) > 6n g(g-l).
1 “ Ri
Put V = {P1, P2g'+2' Rl' •*" Rm^‘ Then
z w(Q) > (z6 + 16p + g 1 + 1)g(g-D
QeV Ri Pj
But, by proposition 2.1, 
g = Z6r + Z6p + g ’
i j
Thus,
(*) z w(Q) >_ (g+i)g(g-i)
QeV
Clearly equality holds in (*) only if W(R.) =6 g(g-l)X R .1
for i = 1, ..., m. Thus (2) is established. Further­
more, PeX is a Weierstrass point of X if and only if 
PeV. Hence p£xreg i-s a Weierstrass point if and only 
if P = P^ for n+1 < i £ 2g' +2. As a result, proposi­
tion 3.12 establishes (1).
Corollary 3.7. Let X be a quasi-hyperelliptic curve of 
arithmetic genus at least two. Then the following 
statements are equivalent for PeX.
(1) For all morphisms of degree two ^X+nP1, <)>-1 (<j> (P) ) ={P} .
(2) For some morphism of degree two ^rX^a5"*", <(> P ( <Mp ) ) ={P} •
(3) P is a Weierstrass point of X.
Proof: This is an easy consequence of propositions 3.10
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and 3.14.
Remark 3.6. The fact that X is quasi-hyperelliptic 
implies that X is Gorenstein is proved in the last 
section of [R].
Proposition 3.15. Let Y be an integral projective 
curve of arithmetic genus at least two such that Y has 
a principal 1-special subscheme of degree two (Z,I).
Then Y is quasi-hyperelliptic. In particular, Y is 
Gorenstein.
Proof: If the support of P is one point, then Y is
quasi-hyperelliptic by proposition 3.7. Thus we assume 
that the support of Z is two points P and Q. Since
d (Z) =2, Ip = nip and 1^ = m^. Since mp and m^ are
principal ideals, P and Q are nonsingular points. Let 
h be a nonconstant element of Hom(I,C)x). Then h defines 
a morphism of degree one or two Y - {P,Q} -* P^ .
Since P and Q are nonsingular, extends to a morphism
1 1 4>: Y ->-P . Since Y ^ P  , it follows that $ has degree
two, and so Y is quasi-hyperelliptic. The last statement
follows from corollary 3.3.
Proposition 3.16. Let X be a Gorenstein curve of arith­
metic genus g at least two and let PeX . . Then for3 J sing
all QeX-P, the degree two subscheme with support 
{PfQ}, (Z,I), is not 1-special.
Proof: Pick heHom(I,0V). It suffices to show that hX
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is constant. Note that d(Z) = 2  implies that Ip = mp 
and Iq = nig. By proposition 2.19, since hmp c 0p , h e 0p .
If QeXs^ng' then again by proposition 2.19, h e Oq .
Thus, he ij 0 and so h is constant.
Rex
' If Qex , then hm_ c 0 implies that ord^h  ̂ n reg' Q — Q Q - 0
or 1. If ord,_h  ̂= 0, then again he H 0 , and so h is 
Q Rex R
constant. Therefore, to finish the proof, it suffices 
to show that ord^h  ̂ ^ 1.
Assume that ord^h  ̂= 1. Let 0:X^ -»■ X be the normal­
ization at P. Then h e T (x - {P,Q },0 ) , h e ()„, andX Jtr
ord^h  ̂= 1 imply that h defines a degree one map
Xp 3P1 . Thus Xp = 3P̂  . By performing a projective
change of coordinates on 3P̂  if necessary, we may assume
that 9(0) = Q, 0(1) = P, and 0 (°°) ^ P or Q. Let a = 1
if P is cuspidal, and let a satisfy a ^ 1 and 0(a) = P
if P is not cuspidal. Put t = dt/(T-l)(T-a). Then
t e h ^(X,(i)), and since 6p = g^2, t does not generate
<ju . Then o = ( l - a / T ) T  satisfies ordpa =  -1, and
ord^a = 0 for all b / 1 in 0 ^(P). Thus, 2 res^a^O,
be©-1 (P)
and so a t cop .
On the other hand, since ord^h  ̂= 1, we may assume 
that h = 1/T. Since d(Z) = 2, by theorem 2.3, dim 
H°(X,I0 co) = g-1. Thus aeH°(X,w) is in H°(X,I0 co) if
and only if a is not a generator of ^ p .  As a result, 
x e H°(X, leu ) , and so x e IpWp - But this implies 0 e uip
This contradiction shows that ord^h  ̂^ 1.
Proposition 3.17. Let X be a Gorenstein curve of arith 
metic genus g at least two. If X has a degree two 1- 
special subscheme (Z,7), then Z is principal and X is 
quasi-hyperelliptic.
Proof: Let(Z,I) be a degree two 1-special subscheme.
By proposition 3.15, it suffices to show that Z is
principal, if the support of Z is contained in X ,reg
then clearly Z is principal. Thus we assume that 
PeX^ is in the support of Z. By proposition 3.16 
therefore, the support of Z equals P.
Let h be a nonconstant element of Horn(1,0v), 
and let i t : X->-X be the normalization of X. Since h is
nonconstant ord^h < 0 for some A e tt' ^  (P) . Pick
aeH^(X,I®co) satisfying ord^o is minimal. By theorem 
2.3 dim H^(X,I®ui) = g-1, and so ot£Ĥ (X,u)) is not in 
Ipcop if and only if a generates cop . Since oeJpwp ,
h ct e u)p and hence hue H°(x,co). But ordAh0 < ord^a,
and so by the definition of a, ho t ^pwp* Thus h 0 
generates a)p . Let 0 = fh 0 . Then f e 0p and fh = 1. 
Thus given k e Jp , k = (hk)f. Consequently, Ip = f0p , 
and so Z is principal.
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We now summarize our results on quasi-hyperelliptic 
curves in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3. Let Y be an integral projective curve.
Then the following statements are equivalent.
(1) Y is quasi-hyperelliptic.
(2) Y is Gorenstein and quasi-hyperelliptic.
(3) Y has a principal 1-special subscheme of degree two.
(4) Y is Gorenstein and Y has a 1-special subscheme
of degree two.
We end this section with one more result on type I 
singularities.
Proposition 3.18. Let X be an integral projective
curve and let PeX be a Gorenstein singularity satis­
fying 6p = 2. Then P is a singularity of type I.
Proof: Let tt : X-*X be the normalization of X. Let
h generate c„ in 0 . Then ord_h = 4. Let m_ = f<t + c_,3 P p  P P  ̂ P
where ord f < ord h for all Rett ^(P). S o  ord f =R  K  ir
1,2, or 3. Since P is a singular point, ordpf ^ 1.
Let t generate to . If ord f = 3, then E resDfT ■£ 0.ir P  -j K
R e t t -  ( p )
Consequently, ordpf ^ 3, and so ordpf =2. By proposi­
tion 3.9 therefore, P is a type I singularity.
Section 4. Examples
Example 3.7. This is an example of an integral projec­
tive curve which has a degree two 1-special subscheme
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and which is not quasi-hyperelliptic. Let X be the 
rational curve of arithmetic genus three defined by
Xsing ' tP>' and
0 p -  <f +  T 3 ( f [ T ]  (T )
where ({: (T) is the field of rational function for 3P̂ .
Since P is not a Gorenstein singularity, X is not
Gorenstein. In particular, X is not quasi-hyperelliptic
by corollary 3.3. Let (Z,I) be the subscheme with
4 .support P defined by Ip = T (p[T] ^  . Then d(Z) =2. 
Since, 1/T e r (X-P,0^) and 1/T Ip £ 0 p , Z is 1-special.
Example 3.8. Gorenstein curves of arithmetic genus two.
We suppose that X is a Gorenstein curve of arithme­
tic genus two. By theorems 3.1 and 3.3, X is quasi- 
hyperelliptic .
Case (1) X is nonsingular. In this case X has six 
Weierstrass points each of weight 1.
Case (2) xsing = where P is a node. By proposition
2.15, W(P) = 2. Consequently, X has four nonsingular 
Weierstrass points each of weight 1.
Case (3) X . = {Q} where Q is a cusp. By propositions m g
2.16, W(P) = 3. Consequently, X has three nonsingular 
Weierstrass points each of weight 1.
Case (4) X . = {P-,.P } where P.. and Pj are both nodes.Ssxil'j X Z X x
By. proposition 2.15, WfP^ = W(P2) = 2. Consequently, X
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has two nonsingular Weierstrass points each of weight 
1.
Case (5) xsing = where P is a node and Q is a
cusp. By proposition 2.15, W(P) = 2, and by proposition
2.16, W(Q) = 3. consequently, X has one nonsingular 
Weierstrass point of weight one.
Case (6) xsj_ng = where Qx and Q2 and cusps.
By proposition 2.16, W(Q^) = VI (Q^) = 3. Consequently,
X has no nonsingular Weierstrass points.
Case (7) X . = {R}, where = 2 and R is a singularity' ’ sing R j
of type IA. By proposition 3.14, W(R) = 4. Consequently, 
X has two nonsingular Weierstrass points each of 
weight 1.
Case (8) X . = {A}, where 6 = 2  and A is a singu-sing
larity of type IB. By proposition 3.13, W(A) = 5. 
Consequently, X has one nonsingular Weierstrass point 
of weight 1.
Example 3.9. Let X be the rational nodal curve of
arithmetic genus three such that X„. = {P..,P„,P } ,3 sing 1 2  3
and the normalization tt : 3P -+■ X satisfies
ir“1 (P1) = {i,-i}, tt 1 (P2) = {0,°°} , and
t t - 1 ( P 3 ) = {1,-1}.
Let 0:X^ -* X be the partial normalization at P^, and
for i = 2,3, put 0(Q.) = P.. Let i t -,: 3P̂  X. be the1 i -L i
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normalization of X^. Note that Tri"̂ (Q2 ^= an<̂
tt (Q^) = {1,-1}. Therefore, the formula in example 
2.1 implies that i T ^ ( i )  and tt ^  ( —  i) are nonsingular 
Weierstrass points of X^. Thus, by proposition 2.15, 
W(P^) = 8. Furthermore, P^ is the exceptional node 
described in theorem 3.2,(3), so X does not have a 
principal 1-special subscheme with support P^ and degree 
at most three.
Let a be the automorphism of HP"*- defined by T -> iT, 
and let (3 be the automorphism of P"*" defined by 
T i (T-l) / (T+l) . Then
a({l,-l}) = {i,-i}, a({0,“}) = {0,°°} ,
a ({ i, -i} ) = {1,-1}, 8 ({ 0 ,«>} ) = { i, -i} ,
3({i,—i}) = {1,-1}), and 3 ({1,-1} ) = {0,-}.
Thus, by performing a suitable change of coordinates on 
P^ , we conclude that for i = 1,2,3, W(P^) = 8, and 
there does not exist a principal 1-special subscheme 
with support P^ of degree at most three.
Moreover, since W(P^) + W(P2 ) + W(P^) = 24, X has 
no nonsingular Weierstrass points. Thus there does not 
exist a morphism cj>: X P ^  of degree at most three such 
that for some PeX, <J> (̂<J)(P)) = {P}>
Example 3.10. In this example we construct for all g 
at least equal to two a rational quasi-hyperelliptic 
curve of arithmetic genus g that has exactly two
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Weierstrass points, one singular and one nonsingular.
Suppose that X is the rational quasi-hyperelliptic
curve of arithmetic genus g at least two defined by
X . = {P} andsing
0p = <p + t 2<(: + ... + T2g"2(p + T2g<{: [T] (T)
where (jMT) is the field of rational functions for X.
We note that there is a commutative diagram
X
where ir is the normalization, and <p is defined by 
2T -»- T . Since <J> has degree two, X is quasi-hyperelliptic, 
By corollary 3.7, P and tt (°°) = Q are the only Weierstrass 
points of X. Furthermore,
W(P) = (g + h)g(g-l) and W(Q) = hg(g-1).
At this point we conjecture that all Gorenstein
curves of arithmetic genus at least two have at least
two Weierstrass points. We note that the conjecture
is true for nonsingular curves, and for curves with
more than one singularity. We further note that the
conjecture is true for a curve X satisfying xs^ng
consists of one point P, and the preimage of P
in the normalization contains at most two points. For
2then it is easy to show that W(P) £ 6pg(g-l) + (g-1) .
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since 6 g(g-l) + (g-l)2 < (g+l)(g)(g-l), x has a p
Weierstrass point other than P.
Example 3.11. In this example we construct a cuspidal
singularity P which does not satisfy condition (B)
of proposition 3.6.
Suppose that is a Gorenstein curve of arithmetic
genus two such that X^ has a nonsingular Weierstrass
point Q. Let heK(X^) satisfy
her (X-^-QjOq ) and ord^h 1 = 2, and let teK(X1)
satisfy ord^t = 1. Now let X be the Gorenstein curve
of arithmetic genus 5 with PeX . defined by  ̂ sing J
0: X^ -* X is the partial normalization at P, and
0p = <p + th-1(p + (l+t)h-2<|: + h-30Q 
Then there does not exist a principal 1-special subscheme 
of X with support P and degree at most 5.
Assume that (Z,I) is such a subscheme. Put 
Ip = fOp. Note that for all kemp , ordpk ^ 1,2, or 5. 
Therefore, ordpf = 3 or 4. Thus, d(Z) is 3 or 4.
If d(Z) = 3, then,
f = ath  ̂+ b(l+t)h 2 + rh 3 for a,b e (f, a ^ 0,
and r e 0q. If seHom(I,0x), then s = c^ + C2I1 for
cl,c2e<p. Then sf e 0p implies C2&t + k^h ^e 0p for
some k^ e 0q. But this implies that C2 = 0. Thus,
Hom(I,0 ) = (C, and so there does not exist a principal X *
1-special subscheme of X with support P of degree 3.
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If d(Z) = 4, then
f = b(l+t)h  ̂+ rh ^, for be(£ - 0 , and r e 0 .̂
-1 -2If seHom(I,0x), then s = c1 + c2h + c3h for
c^, c2, Again, sf e 0p implies that c^bfl+t) +
k2h ^  e 0p for some k2 e 0^. This implies that c^ = 0,
-1 -iwhich in turn implies that sf - + ■̂3'*'̂ ^or
some k^ e 0 But this implies that c2 = 0. Thus,
Horn (1,0 ) = and so there does not exist a principal 
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